New chapter: Hornsey Library refit
Students strike on decolonisation
Five practices to set tomorrow alight
What if we were to see more than just black or white? On or off? What about the world in between them? With all its many shapes, colours and contrasts. Or in a breathless black matt.

Are we still even talking about a switch, or are we actually talking about the most exciting way to turn off the light?
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In anticipation of the revised building regulations post Grenfell, the AMI design team and our associated engineers have developed the first fire rated structural glass balustrade system approved by the NHBC.

Visit our website for more information or contact either Ryan Maddocks or Steven Furniss to discuss how we can collaborate with you on any current and future projects.

Telephone: 0114 269 4285 Email: info@ami-sheffield.co.uk

AMI Fire-Tek Balustrade

NHBC Approved Fire Rated Structural Glass Balustrade

AMI Structural Glass Balustrade

Humboldt Forum, left smack in the middle of Berlin’s Museum Island, mixes exhibition and event spaces, restaurants, and administrative offices. It is a bold architectural statement but its implications go far beyond simple questions of aesthetics and urban planning. Because not only is the building itself daring – it will also house the city’s ethnological collections. Several stakeholders with wildly different perspectives are engaged in this debate, and the building has become the battleground for a voracious political discussion.

Questions are raging about how a society should deal with its past in order to move forward into the future. Should (both literal and metaphorical) skeletons stay in closets – or in this case museum archives – or should the histories of colonial exploitation be openly addressed?

The building occupies the completely razed site of the communist seat of power, a modernist glass box, which in turn displaced the bombed 18th century Berlin Palace. The new building’s exterior is a complete reconstruction of the baroque palace, except for the modern eastern facade. This was conceived by Italian architect Franco Stella, who also came up with plans for the mostly modern interior of the Humboldt Forum. The site’s mixed use and style make an interesting approach to dealing with German history, but there is little sign of the institution being willing, or indeed equipped, to face the thorny problem of restitution.

Rarely in history has a single building caused so much controversy and contested debate. Once the world awakens from its pandemic paralysis it will be interesting to see how the public reacts to the offers Humboldt Forum makes. Laura Helena Wurth
Bumper harvest
St Mary’s Calne and Woods Bagot both have something extra in their pockets with the new library in the school orchard

Words: Eleanor Young  Photographs: Will Pryce

At St Mary’s Calne in Wiltshire, the new school library looks out on the gnarled fruit trees of its orchard, evoking the interweaving of books and trees as places of knowledge and imagination. Woods Bagot’s design for the private girls’ boarding school takes the idea a stage further, with tall trunks of steel branching into the roof's faceted soffit. The building is embedded in a soft buff water-struck brick which echoes the colours of the limestone that much of the town of Calne is built with. This wraps in a U-shape round the north, south and west facades, whose slim windows peer out between the bricks, turning the view away from the school service road and through the glazed eastern facade to the orchard, which is flanked by teaching buildings and one of the boarding houses. A notional moat runs around the edge of the building to deal with level changes, bridged delicately at the entrances.

An element of interest and (almost) rustication is added to the facade by the laying of projecting bricks alternately in certain areas. Then it sharpens up again as it is cut through with lines of bronze vents for fresh air intake at the base of bookshelves, and windows slicing down the facade where the free space of the book-lined library shifts into the hard-working bookends of escape stairs and cellular spaces.

The library is conceived as both an academic and a cosy place at the centre of the school. With 80 per cent of the girls boarding, it proved a popular meeting place when schools were open in the autumn. It is designed to work for all sorts of collaborations and conversations, from clubs and talks to reading the newspaper; as close as this school gets to a café. There are clusters of seats, a den sunk into the concrete foundations under the staircase, individual reading pods and places just to rest a book while browsing.

The soffit treatments give a sense of the difference between the ground and first floor. At ground level are neat baffles and strip lights and service trays. The first floor – with a clerestory of frameless glazing around the edge – looks up and out from beneath its canopy of timber triangles reaching off the steel trunks. The lining of books is gently put into perspective by the presence of the sky and the orchard. This library may be signalled as an academic building but the first floor will inspire dreams and imagination as much as it will diligent research.

The library has a modest place in this
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typically ad hoc school site of 10ha. It is part of the jumble and overseen by larger buildings. Yet it manages to bring together and complete a quadrangle around the orchard. So it becomes one of a small number of set pieces at the school, the other notable being the recent development of a knot garden on the edge of the playing fields and the grand sixth form boarding house that overlooks the fields in a mottled, weathering timber.

The experience of timber on the sixth form boarding house perhaps holds the answer to why the ‘trees’ of the library are not designed in wood, with a likely reduction in the embodied energy. Project director Debby Ray was one of the authors of the LETI’s Climate Emergency Design Guide and reflects a little on how the building might have worked harder to reduce energy use, now there is greater awareness of these issues some years on from initial design. Perhaps less glazing to the east and the orchard would have been one move (though she admits it would ‘challenge the parti’), timber trees as structure of course and a tight rein on air tightness, contractor-depending. But there were moves to reduce the embodied carbon with precast concrete beams for the first floor, rather than

in situ. And at least all that glazing to the east is shaded by the fruit trees.

Woods Bagot is better known for commercial fit outs in the UK. But education feels like a natural fit for Ray, who has worked in the sector with Will Alsop and at AHMM. And the practice’s team in Australia has a strong portfolio of education work. The library came to the practice through a contact in that world who had a daughter at the school – and it has spawned another project as Woods Bagot is working with the school on a science, technology, engineering and maths building, currently in development. Could this be a jumping off point for the UK firm in this sector? That remains to be seen and depends a lot on the UK’s new procurement systems and education economy post Covid. But the library at St Mary’s Calne is a good marker in the ground for beautiful, social, almost civic, building.

---
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Bell Phillips is doing its bit for the housing crisis, providing 77 new homes on three infill projects in east London
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Bell Phillips Architects is no stranger to the challenges of the council housing infill site. Hari Phillips reckons they’ve worked on approximately 30 to planning or built stage. ‘We’ve done a lot of car parks and garages sites – the classic infill sites. We’ve seen them all,’ he says.

And in doing so, it tackled the particular challenges that come hand in hand with such projects. These typically include tricky consultation – understandably, no-one likes to lose their car-parking or open spaces. Often these infills are awkward sites that may have been left undeveloped for a reason, whether proximity to noisy road or railway, or for infrastructural reasons. They may well be sites with sensitive contexts, or, contrastingly, sites with a scarcity of significant, surrounding build context to work with. Bell Phillips has just added three more car park infills to its portfolio, all for the London Borough of Tower Hamlets, which together provide 77 units of much-needed new social housing. In doing so, the practice has not only navigated most of these issues, but sought to address some of the residual problems of each site.


The most visually striking of the three East End projects is Orwell House on Barons Road, a 20-unit standalone block in the Dowset Estate in Bethnal Green. Here, there was no shortage of architectural context – the modernist estate was designed by Lubetkin, Skinner and Bailey between 1951-57, and features a rich variety of scale and facade composition. The new infill nestles within these and has a rather prime position overlooking a playground and park. It is oriented to address the park while its scale mediates between that of the adjacent buildings.

There is no missing it. Rising six storeys and topped with a roof garden, the otherwise simple grey brick building is adorned with pink, glass-fibre reinforced concrete screens overlooking the park on the east and at the entrance on the west. Designed in reference to the chequerboard design of two nearby buildings on the host estate, this faceted grid acts as a frame to the balcony, with alternating solid and open balustrades giving a combination of privacy and openness.

‘Is the colour too much?’ I’d say not. It’s certainly bold and confident – the pink tones surprisingly well with the nearby red brick of some of its neighbouring buildings and makes a pleasing local point. The contrasting red metal frame behind the panels, however, does jar a little when glimpsed from behind along the sides of the new block.

‘We were trying to emulate, but not ape, the older buildings,’ says Bell Phillips associate John Lineen, adding that while the intention was for the infill to fit in, there was also the desire to announce the presence of the new social housing, and this the screen certainly does.

‘It’s a very simple building. The screens were a way of mitigating the monotony of the facade, in the same way pattern was used to break down the scale of the original estate buildings,’ he says.
Metal balconies are inspired by the industrial vernacular.

At the 1970s Locksley Estate in Limehouse, there was no such notable post-war architecture to bounce off. Instead, there was plenty of infrastructure, with the end-of-block site bounded by the Regent’s Canal, a Victorian railway viaduct and a road. Underground utilities are a classic complicating factor for infill development, and here the big issue was the proximity of a large gas main, which governed the positioning of the new development towards the southern edge of the site, with a communal garden instead over the gas main area. The new 33-unit Pyrus House infill rises seven to eight storeys and forms a new, active end stop to the rectilinear block, which previously halted in a blank facade overlooking the car park. Unlike the other two infills, 64% rather than 100% of the flats are dual-aspect, although it does include a number of generous family duplexes on the top floors with two balconies.

It is the first of two – another block is planned at the other end of the estate. The interventions share the same architectural language – brick clad with soldier course detailing and assertive metal balconies inspired by both the viaduct and the local industrial vernacular. The completed block is faceted in form to allow it to address a variety of aspects from its position at a kink in the canal. Robust rather than elegant, this is an appropriately weighty response to a tough context.

Below left: Ground floor accessible flat at Pyrus House overlooking the Regent’s Canal.

First floor plan
1. Entrance
2. Cycle storage
3. Refuse
4. Plant room
5. Two-bed flat
6. Three-bed flat

Above: Levitas House redevelops a former car park to form a fourth, built side to complete Jubilee Square.

Bottom right: Entrance to Levitas House, which provides 24 new council homes.

The third infill site, Levitas House on Jubilee Street in Stepney, provides 24 council homes in a seven-storey development. With less built immediate context to work with, Bell Phillips performed some urban repair, creating the missing fourth side to an existing garden square. The result provides a more sheltered environment for the central playground and park. It’s not a showstopper, but then it isn’t meant to be. The architect was keen to achieve a good piece of background architecture, with the building stepping up and then down to meet the park. The rhythm of the deep, brick clad balconies animates the yellow brick facade to create a quiet, unshowy gravity. Three different brick bonds add subtle variety.

‘It’s a good building that’s not too ostentatious – it’s not drawing attention to itself. It just holds the square,’ says Phillips. Despite the inherently tricky, and often expensive-to-develop nature of many council infill sites, Phillips reckons it’s becoming easier to achieve good results for council-developed housing. ‘There are challenges, but councils are more experienced now and more aware of how they can get a good quality product out of the design and build process,’ he says. ‘They are invested. They retain the homes and it’s their tenants, so they are more concerned with the quality of the product.’

With the second Locksley Estate intervention and several other affordable housing projects due to start on site this year, it won’t be long before Bell Phillips extends its infill portfolio even further.
Hornsey Library is a modest triumph of the 1960s that deserves to be better known. Much used and loved locally, its architects – Frank Ley and GFS Jarvis – were modest local men. The building was never published in the architectural press, and most experts on the period had never heard of it until it was threatened with closure in 2000. Then a local resident campaigned successfully to have the building grade II listed. Twenty years on, it has been sensitively refurbished and finally recognised.

The building

Until 1965, north London’s tranquil sub-urbs of Muswell Hill and Crouch End had their own borough council, named after the oldest settlement in the area. Dubbed ‘healthy Hornsey’, it was Conservative yet progressive, preserving local woodland in the 1930s and building a modern town hall in the style made fashionable by Willem Dudok at Hilversum in the Netherlands. The library followed on the street behind in 1963-5 when the council splashed the last of its cash before merging with (Labour) Wood Green and Tottenham to form the London Borough of Haringey. A fountain by Thomas B Huxley-Jones features bronze reliefs outlining Hornsey and its medieval church tower while a window on the main staircase is etched with a decorative map by Fred Mitchel of Hornsey School of Art.

While it never appeared in the architectural press, Hornsey Library was acclaimed in the Library Association’s own journal. For years the association had run trips to Denmark to see the latest in library planning, but it was only in 1960 that a library in Britain was built on the same progressive lines. Holborn Library featured separate children’s and reference libraries, a lecture room with its own coffee bar, and – most importantly – its lending library was on two levels. By introducing a gallery for all save the most popular books, the main floor could be left open for exhibitions and talks, with comfy chairs where visitors could relax.

So influential was Holborn that this sounds unexceptional today. Hornsey was one of the first to adopt the formula on a larger site. The double-height lending library is to the left of the broad entrance, with the reference library and lecture hall to the right, placed above the separate children’s library and reached via a wide staircase or a lift. Ley and Jarvis’s detailing was also rather Scandinavian, somewhat old-fashioned in the heyday of brutalism, but perhaps more inventive. The building’s precast panels have

60s library swings again

Curl la Tourelle Head Architecture has sensitively refurbished Hornsey’s much-loved public facility

Words: Elain Harwood Photographs: Kilian O’Sullivan
an abstract pattern resembling raindrops running off a series of blinds and there is a colourful mosaic. The bookcases are brightly coloured and the two staircases boldly cranked, each split into two flights and featuring open terrazzo treads.

The refurbishment

The library’s renovation by Curl la Tourelle Head Architecture is a sensitive one, improving the building’s thermal performance with a new roof, windows and heating system. Inside, the architect has introduced a lift to give access to the lending library balcony and made a clever alteration to the popular children’s library to add space. But the brief recognised that any grand gesture was inappropriate as well as unaffordable. Most of the original features have been preserved, while carefully chosen additional lighting and furniture fit with its 1960s look – a little bit Scandinavian, a little bit Mary Quant.

Curl la Tourelle Head’s first concern was to repair the building envelope to eliminate leaks and draughts. Spalling to the concrete panels may look unseemly, but was deemed not to harm the building’s performance so has been left. Instead money was spent on a new and insulated roof. More difficult was the replacement of the glazing to improve thermal performance, for there are large windows to the street and a full system of curtain walling around an internal courtyard behind the main staircase. The replacement is double-glazed with an anodised aluminium finish but follows the pattern of the old, and it still has opening windows giving natural ventilation – particularly useful in Covid times. The most difficult part, job architect Richard Taylor explains, was to carefully ease out Mitchell’s etched panel from the old curtain walling and put it back into the new. That pane is still a single sheet and it is hard to imagine the delicate operation that has left it looking untouched. The courtyard garden has also been restored so it can be used again, a good example of the care taken on little details that give pleasure.

The interiors

The main internal reconfiguration is to the entrance hall and children’s library. Crouch End is popular with young families, and the children’s library also works with local schools, particularly one for children with learning difficulties. It was made bigger by...
halving the originally very broad entrance. The remaining half will be used for self-
serve equipment so readers can check books in and out themselves; the old desk where a librarian once sat in all-seeing splendour will be replaced by roaming staff, thought to be more helpful. New display shelving is chunky plywood, economical but with a nod to Alvar Aalto. The other half of the entrance has been used to create a space for children's storytelling and events, separated by a new glazed screen and fitted with the latest video, audio and sensory technology. It is linked to the main children's library, where the entrance is now through an illuminated golden arch, a sunburst through which the young users totter forth from their new buggy park.

There are new book bins and low shelving on wheels, comfortable yet wipe-clean flooring and seating, as well as hanging lights.

The other major change is the introduction of a lift behind the entrance display to serve the balcony, part of which houses teenage collections and music. Otherwise the emphasis has been on repair rather than renewal. Bookcases have been restored in a labour of love which involved salvaging and reassembling bottom boards, panels and parapets from those deemed beyond repair. A similar but still more delicate operation in the former reference library involved cleaning the Perspex pelmets to the perimeter bookcases and restoring their concealed lighting, which casts a warm reflective light up the walls. The charming but tiny desks, each cranked to give a little space from its neighbour, have been moved to the café area and replaced by more practical tables with plugs and connectors. The café counter has been repaired, but otherwise it and the lecture room are little changed. IT has been upgraded throughout and is a major part of the building’s transformation. Enhanced LED lighting in the form of hanging globes is inspired by the original fixtures.

Money has only been spent where it shows, and the rear staff rooms – always rather tight – are little altered. However, inefficient heating has been replaced by a low NOx boiler along with a 29kWp rooftop system of photovoltaics. Based on initial use from late 2020, carbon emissions related to regulated energy consumption are predicted at 35.9kgCO₂/m² annually, a reduction of 49 per cent, remarkable for a building with a very stretched-out plan and a lot of glazing.

Credits
Architect Curl la Tourelle Head Architecture
Client London Borough of Haringey
Structural engineer Price & Myers
M&E consultant WME Boom
Quantity surveyor Fulkers
Building surveyor and principal designer OCR Surveying
Heritage consultant Burrell Foley Fischer
Lighting consultant Lichtvision
Main contractor T&B Contractors
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Melopee school

Magic box on the docks

It’s the 3D inventive playground that’s the biggest surprise at XDGA’s Melopee school in Ghent

Words: Koen Van Synghel Photographs: Maxime Delvaux

A primary school, after-school care centre, nursery and – at the top – indoor and outdoor sports facilities for both school and neighbourhood: at Melopee, in Ghent, all are stacked together in an urban biotope where architecture becomes landscape in a ‘green’ building.

Designed by Xaveer De Geyter Architects (XDGA), the new building has been baptised ‘Melopee’, after a poem written by Paul Van Ostayen, one of the Lowlands’ greatest modernist poets. The verse captures well the still, canalside nature of Ghent’s Old Docks, on whose quays the new facility has been built. Playing a major role in the 19th century during the city’s industrialisation, the docks’ recent history proved to be less poetic; and when the port facility was moved further out to deeper waters, they were left behind, somewhat marooned.

In 2004, the city’s development administration, AGSOB, launched an urban development competition ‘City design for the Old Docks project area’, which was won by Dutch firm OMA. It proposed a clever ‘chopstick’ model, in which buildings along the
The city encouraged the Old Docks' meanwhile uses to open up: this formerly quite closed area and to show its potential as a lively, inspiring and adventurous area. Its historic buildings and harbour infrastructure were envisaged to be used as anchor points in the new city quarter. It was an approach that was the antithesis to the modernist paradigm of tabula rasa and the creation of strictly zoned, monofunctional areas; and it's fair to understand that some years after OMA's urban plan was embedded in the masterplan, the city was keen to promote cultural activities on the site. From 2011 onwards, temporary 'occupations' became the order of the day and cultural activities began taking place on sites along the Schipperskai, making this area 'a site for relaxation and creative manoeuvres'. The so-called DOK summers became real and regular attractions, for relaxation and creative manoeuvres'. The so-called DOK summers became real and regular attractions, with cosy flea markets, performances, and visitors just chilling on the urban beach.

To grasp the genius loci of this place, it's crucial to understand that XDGA took on these aspirations as part of the masterplan area. This city-wide intervention, including the Old Docks, is part of a larger OMA-led masterplan for the Old docks area of Ghent.
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De Geyter started his career at OMA but, since founding XDGA, has built an international reputation for unpretentious, tough experimental architecture and urban design. Beside his practice as an architect and urbanist, in 2002 De Geyter has written After Sprawl, in which he examines the phenomenon of urban sprawl. Via his research he distilled a method for analysing spatial hallmarks of today's city and investigated new ways to supplant old urban strategies. Rather than just complaining about sprawl, he explores 'the cracks' in the urban condition and turns them into opportunities to create spatial quality. To do this he has developed different interventions, formulated in such keywords as: shift, overlay, insert, hide, frame, bound, connect, array and add.

Here at Melopee, it looks like XDGA implemented this urbanistic practice as a tool for creating a building, despite the fact that the practice was facing quite a challenge. The school, after school care centre and sports facilities were given a relatively small plot of land. Not only that, but the masterplan demanded a public right of way through the site. This complicated the school's layout, particularly the organisation of a controlled, observed playground for pupils. It was clear that on the ground floor, a link between building and playground limited, if not impossible. XDGA responded with enthusiasm, developing a 3D playground stretched out over five floors. Some of these are curved or inclined planes, over which a path meanders between plants, creating the illusion of a hill. All the playgrounds are attributed a certain colour or geometrical structure, as if the architect has translated the principles of human structures and archetypes that Aldo van Eyck applied at the playgrounds he designed for Amsterdam city government between 1947 and 1978.

Given the playgrounds' surface treatment, set in the grid of concrete and steel, the perception of and tactility of the space seems driven by the mineral, abstract language of Zen gardens. Rocks are scattered like a grid of concrete and steel, the perception of and tactility of the space seems driven by the mineral, abstract language of Zen gardens. Rocks are scattered like a

Below: Exterior spaces readily connect back to interior ones, making the journey through the building a fluid event.

The hall, on the first floor, opens up to a big terrace from which kids can slide down to the ground floor.
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framed in a huge, ‘green’ cage; all these outdoor spaces read as part of one big stacked room. As the outdoor space takes half of the plot, XDGA decided to frame this within a fence with climbing plants. Strategically placed cut-outs create windows on the urban landscape and connect the inside with the city centre; and the structure of the fence echoes the steel structure of the building. Simple use of I-beams creates a spatial grid integrating building and playground. Beams passing over the playground imply a notional ‘ceiling’, lending a pleasant intimacy.

Surprisingly, the playful structure of open and closed surfaces of the building and the playground possesses an elegance reminiscent of Terragni’s 1936 Casa del Fascio but with the physical complexity of a Rubik’s Cube. Here, the internal pivot mechanism is replaced by a double height multi-functional hall, which can be used as indoor playground, cafeteria, theatre, etc. The hall is situated on the first floor, and opens up to a big terrace from which kids can slide down to the ground floor. Formed of pink-coloured brick, it acts like vibrant theatre, overlooked through large glazed panels by classrooms and the corridors that serve them. But with its glazed panels and the spaces’ general open character, there’s a pleasant continuum suggesting that classroom and corridor can be used as one pedagogical space.

Above: An internal grandstand over the sports hall leads directly to the playground spaces outside.

Bottom left: Views out from the sports hall show the inter-relationships of internal with external spaces in the building.
A challenge for the architect was to create an ‘open school’ that was accessible after hours for local people to use. An indoor sports hall on the third floor can be reached via a lift or stairs in the corner of the main building; from here it is also possible to break out over the terraces of the 3D-playground as part of the escape route. This becomes a key feature, creating a direct connection between the indoor sports hall and the outdoor basketball court ‘hanging’ in the green cage. Here, the architect arranged the services on two sides around it, to create a balcony above one wing from which the games can be watched. Making a balcony not only introduces an additional key function to the escape route, it also visually connects the hall with the wider landscape of the city.

The Rubik’s Cube analogy fits this building well, because the spatial layout provokes a dynamic spatial condition that triggers curiosity, exploration and play. Stimulating pedagogies aside, XDGA has, at Melopee, suggested an alternative to the institutional and traumatic format of school design. •

Credits
Client Sogent
Architect XDGA (Xaveer De Geyter Architects)
Structural engineer Ney & Partners
Mechanical engineer Studiebureau Boydens
Acoustic engineer Daidalos Peutz ingenieursbureau
Contractor BAM Contractors

Below Melopee as a contemporary, municipal intervention in the broader master plan of Ghent’s Old Docks area.
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Shovelling off risk has to stop – but how?

A shift from minimum compliance to ownership and responsibility for safety is needed for construction to move on after Grenfell, and that starts with procurement, heard the final discussion in the Rebooting Construction series

Other countries are really, truly using BIM, using a profit share model around the whole project, with everyone involved

Risk and cost are words that have come to dominate the construction industry’s contractual relationships. In its attempts to minimise both, however, the industry has left the greatest risk and cost to be borne by the people who live in its buildings, both at Grenfell Tower and other blocks currently deemed unsafe.

In her Building a Safer Future report, published in the wake of the Grenfell fire, Dame Judith Hackitt highlighted the importance of contractual relationships. ‘The procurement process kick-starts the behaviours that we then see throughout design, construction, occupation and maintenance,’ she wrote. ‘The agreements made determine the relationships between those commissioning buildings, those constructing buildings and those occupying buildings.’

Hackitt’s proposed route toresetting those behaviours and relationships is a new regulatory framework spanning procurement, design and construction, with defined roles and responsibilities in the project team. For higher risk residential buildings, she proposes a ‘golden thread’ of information, which would accompany the building through its lifetime, and three gateway points for risk assessment during project delivery – at pre-planning, pre-construction and handover stages.

Cultural change required

But in her interim report, Hackitt issues a warning to the industry, writing, ‘Changes to the regulatory regime will help, but on their own will not be sufficient unless we can change the culture away from one of doing the minimum required for compliance, to one of taking ownership and responsibility for delivering a safe system throughout the life cycle of a building’. Construction’s flawed relationships and culture were acknowledged by those from different sides of the industry taking part in the recent round table discussion, Rebooting Construction, in the UK, hosted by BIM Journal in association with Hilti. But participants had varying views on how they could be remade.

Design and build came in for criticism from Hackitt in her interim report, described as ‘particularly problematic in facilitating evolutionary design, which fails to be properly documented or reviewed’. ‘Design and build can be made to work with the right mechanisms and the resources but it does create certain difficulties in experience,’ said professor John Cole, member of the BIM Journal expert advisory group on fire safety. ‘Quite often those with responsibility for the fire appointment of an employer representative, in my experience usually being a quantity surveyor or a QS with project manager experience, but rarely someone with technical or detailed design knowledge. And yet they have the responsibility of ensuring that what is actually implemented on site is compliant with the employer’s requirements.’

‘Clients often lack the industry understanding to procure buildings properly,’ Cole said, contrasting the 75% profit share model with those in other countries.

Often architects that are novated keep trying to pass risk down the line

Contractor design portions on a project he recently reviewed with the 15 on a similar project a decade ago. ‘Something like 65% of a building’s construction value is being designed by people you [the client] don’t even know,’ he said. ‘The subcontractors haven’t been appointed, their designers haven’t been appointed. Yet you think you’ve gone through a procurement process that protects you.’ Design and build – referred to by some contractors tellingly as ‘design and dump’ – is commonly misunderstood, said Will Freeman, design director at Wates Construction. ‘There is a misconception around how DBB can support the industry and also why it gets a bad name,’ he said. ‘The contractor employs an architect to take on the design liability, but often architects that are novated don’t seem to fully understand that and are constantly trying to pass risks down the line. That needs to be addressed.’

Total BIM

Gary Rees, head of fire at Skanska, argued for greater use of digital design tools, saying, ‘We’ve got no excuse nowadays. Why can’t we design a building completely on the computer and we’ve actually stuck a shovel in the ground?’. The point was picked up by Paul Langford, global head of fire protection at Hilti. ‘Some projects we’ve been involved in recently in other countries are really, truly using BIM, using a profit share model around the whole project and they’ve got everyone – from client to subcontractors – involved in those BIM models,’ he said. ‘The feedback is that the process has worked out cheaper than if they’d used a conventional approach, and they are models out there that show you can have collaborative design, especially using BIM as a catalyst.’

Al Beevers, head of health and safety at Argent, went further and proposed an integrated approach to design procurement. ‘We should be paying for more co-ordinated, complete building designs, rather than an M&E design and a structural design and an architectural design, almost all done in isolation,’ he said.

Early engagement

Finally, the case for earlier engagement was set out by Bill Farrance, partner at Formation Architects. ‘I would suggest that early engagement has the potential to reduce costs and abortive work, it reduces the amount of double-up and reduce inefficiency,’ he said. ‘It enabled the people who are going to be responsible for procuring the packages and building it to input on buildability and there can be a genuine focus on value engineering in the genuine sense of the term; looking to achieve value for money rather than simply trying to cut corners and find ways of saving money.’

He continued: ‘Design and dump is often used by clients to try and reduce their own risk, their own exposure, whether it’s risk to cost or risk to time, and place that risk with other people. But it doesn’t necessarily result in a cheaper building and certainly doesn’t result in a better one. There’s much greater potential to improve quality, buildability, efficiency, competence, save time and reduce risk. While participants had differing views on the industry’s way ahead, Farrance’s words suggested a positive vision for the future.”
ALUCOBOND® A2 | PLUS

ALUCOBOND® is the original aluminium composites material

- ALUCOBOND® A2 and PLUS have been in continuous production for over twenty years.
- 3A Composites, the manufacturer of ALUCOBOND®, has only promoted and sold fire retardant material since 2013, pre-dating regulation changes.
- ALUCOBOND® A2 and PLUS were tested to BS8414 large scale tests pre June 2017.
- 3A Composites is member of the MCRMA and furthermore collaborating with National & European Authorities to enhance regulations and standards.
- 3A Composites has strategic partners enabling comprehensive training on design, fabrication and installation.

For rear-ventilated façades, we recommend ALUCOBOND® A2 (EN classes A2-s1, d0) or ALUCOBOND® PLUS (EN classes B-s1, d0) in combination with non-combustible mineral insulation. This combination shows no flame propagation or critical temperature rise, and even exceeds the requirements of BR135.

What is the Suburban Taskforce? Why is it needed?

Over the last 30 years there has been a focus on central urban areas. City centres and the countryside have their advocates, but suburbs – where most of us live – haven’t received the attention they deserve. The taskforce was established by a cross-party group of MPs and Lords, aided by our knowledge partner UCL and an advisory board, and with government support. It started with open questions: can we define suburbs, what are the key debates, and what policy responses might be needed?

The current phase of research looks at London, where growth pressures are most significant. We initially studied the capital as a whole and then looked at case study boroughs – Sutton and Waltham Forest. We’ve run a quantitative assessment, pooling data from Estates Gazette, Knight Frank, Colliers and so forth. There’s also been qualitative research with a public call for evidence between August and October 2020, in addition to interviews and roundtables.

What has the Taskforce been doing?

What are the key findings?

What emerged is that suburbs display various characteristics – to do with scale, connectivity, land use, density and social infrastructure, for example. This cautions against a one-size-fits-all approach and might help to inform the ways we think about change. It’s perhaps not surprising that many public responses indicated support for growth if it’s linked to improved public services and respectful of local character: a phrase that crops up repeatedly is ‘gentle densification’. Capturing these perceptions and contextualising them in new data also helps to produce informed discussions.

Does the pandemic change the picture?

A lot of our data is historic and so describes the period before Covid. We can’t simply project those patterns into the future, but equally it is not yet clear how they will change, or for how long. For example, more people are looking at moving to suburbs, but we don’t know whether this will continue once we’re all vaccinated. It nonetheless underlines the importance of our research.

What are the next steps?

Our data and analysis will feed into meetings of the taskforce and others over the coming months, to be informed by further data analysis. In the summer we will publish a report which draws the research together and contains specific conclusions and recommendations.

Jonathan Manns

The parliamentary Suburban Taskforce has published its first report. Jonathan Manns, who chairs its advisory board, discusses progress on investigating the suburbs.
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Over the last 30 years there has been a focus on central urban areas. City centres and the countryside have their advocates, but suburbs – where most of us live – haven’t received the attention they deserve. The taskforce was established by a cross-party group of MPs and Lords, aided by our knowledge partner UCL and an advisory board, and with government support. It started with open questions: can we define suburbs, what are the key debates, and what policy responses might be needed?
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What emerged is that suburbs display various characteristics – to do with scale, connectivity, land use, density and social infrastructure, for example. This cautions against a one-size-fits-all approach and might help to inform the ways we think about change. It’s perhaps not surprising that many public responses indicated support for growth if it’s linked to improved public services and respectful of local character: a phrase that crops up repeatedly is ‘gentle densification’. Capturing these perceptions and contextualising them in new data also helps to produce informed discussions.

Does the pandemic change the picture?

A lot of our data is historic and so describes the period before Covid. We can’t simply project those patterns into the future, but equally it is not yet clear how they will change, or for how long. For example, more people are looking at moving to suburbs, but we don’t know whether this will continue once we’re all vaccinated. It nonetheless underlines the importance of our research.

What are the next steps?

Our data and analysis will feed into meetings of the taskforce and others over the coming months, to be informed by further data analysis. In the summer we will publish a report which draws the research together and contains specific conclusions and recommendations.
In 2019 an Ipsos Mori poll asked members of the public to identify who in society they trust the most. More than two years and one pandemic later, it’s not difficult to see why nurses, doctors and teachers enjoyed almost 100% of that trust. In 2018 a poll of 15 year-olds also put these professions, plus police officer, within the top five most-aspired-to careers. They are least likely to be an unpopular new resident within an existing community… assuming they haven’t been priced out of the housing market there. London has the highest rate of teachers leaving the profession. The capital’s key workers typically spend over 60% of their income on housing. 62% are looking to move, often citing unaffordability and punishing commutes: hardly statistics to be proud of.

But things don’t have to be this bleak. A one hour shorter commute has been found to rival a 40% pay rise in terms of happiness. And according to the ‘15 minute city’ model – where everything an inhabitant needs for housing, transport, socialising, culture and leisure is within a quarter of an hour’s walk or cycle – an improved quality of life is possible for all. This local focus seems particularly pertinent to lockdown times.

An array of such sobering data is presented in ‘Rise Up’, a white paper by Skyroom – a for-profit urban development management company founded in 2018 by Arthur Kay, Lewis Kinneir and James Gerrard. Between them, the trio have experience working for leading architecture practices (RSHP, Carmody Groarke), think tanks, real estate investment companies and clean technology start-ups. Their stars aligned to illuminate a market niche.

What’s the shortage?
If there is one upside of the pandemic, chief executive Arthur Kay tells me, it is that the general public is now far more aware of the key worker housing predicament: ‘It has underlined, highlighted, put in capitals, that this is not a new problem…finally someone is paying attention that they’re having a tough time’. In his view, ‘housing crisis’ needs re-framing. ‘It’s more of a land availability crisis’, he tells me. Rather obviously, it is the short supply of urban land that makes London property ownership – even low-quality volume housebuilder homes – so prohibitive.

Skyroom’s proposition is to capitalise on the airspace above existing buildings. It works with landowners, often local authorities and housing associations, to unlock the value in existing portfolios. Partnering with architects, it puts modular housing on top of existing properties, and then works with estate agents who prioritise keyworkers to buy the new homes. Savings through the use of modern methods of construction (MMC) at scale are passed to the end user as well as generating good returns for investors.

Architecturally, the idea isn’t completely new. The ‘penthouse model’ has existed for decades: place an offsite modular construction with 360˚ views atop an existing building and sell it at the high end of the real estate market. Skyroom differs by replacing the penthouse typology with multiple storeys of mixed tenure homes.

It’s also not a philanthropic exercise, unlike, for instance, homeless charities Jimmy’s (which has installed modular homes on land leased from Cambridge city council), or
Intelligence

Emmaus (which is doing the same atop its headquarters in Bristol). The business must ‘still wash its face commercially’, explains Kay.

Consequently, the firm’s operating model is canny as well as commendable. It has secured £100 million from a large UK real estate investor, which forms Skyroom’s Key Worker Homes Fund. Open until mid-April, this provides development financing to successful projects ranging in scale from a dozen to several hundred homes. Pro-bono technical consultancy is available to all eligible applicants, part of which involves identifying viable development spaces. Architects on the lookout for an opportunity take note: local authorities and housing associations, preferably in partnership with an architect, are invited to make an expression of interest ASAP, before the application window closes.

After a two year slog spent developing technology, securing funding and forming partnerships (such as with Innovate UK, HM Land Registry and Ordnance Survey), Skyroom finally has six jobs in the pipeline and one live project: a four-storey air-space development in Bermondsey designed by TDO architecture. The scheme, a 15 minute walk from Guy’s Hospital, is for 15 sustainable, dual-aspect, 2 or 3 bed homes, precision-manufactured offsite in the UK. It also involves installing renewable energy sources and a communal outside space for the existing brick and concrete apartment block.

Recognised assets

Bespoke technology and MMC are the cornerstones of Skyroom’s model. Its two specialist technologies are a proprietary podium system (PPS) and a geospatial mapping tool. One is a structural solution to support the additional massing on the existing structure – like an exoskeleton or ‘table’. The latter is used for implementation studies and initiating Stage 1 of the RIBA Plan of Work. It allows for comparatively simple scanning of parts of a city, revealing roof spaces that are ripe for conversion. Skyroom can then present the landowner with the good news that it is sitting on ‘an unrealised and unrecognised asset’.

As for MMC, Kay’s attitude is to ‘like it for what it does, rather than in and of itself’. It offers standardisation to achieve economies of scale, reduces the embodied carbon cost of a project, and minimises time on site and disturbance to existing tenants. On the Bermondsey project, dropping the new homes onto the existing structure using cranes will take mere weeks. It’s vital that the key worker housing be well received, and ‘respecting and understanding who lives in the building and how we can sincerely invest in the quality of their lives too, is really important to us’, insists Kay.

Architects looking to work with Skyroom must be bedded in the community and, critically have an in-depth understanding of precision manufacturing and the supply chain, as TDO does. While the concept appears the same across the board, sites vary from supermarkets to apartment blocks to car parks – diverse and unique design challenges.

But what of the pandemic? Aren’t we all deserting the capital for the suburbs these days? Kay is unequivocal: ‘I believe cities will come roaring back and everyone will forget about ever thinking of moving to the suburb’, he asserts. ‘Be it around economies of scale, minimising environmental impact, increased cultural opportunities … scientifically and socially cities work’. In any case it has already licensed its proprietary technology and intellectual property to businesses in New York and Dublin, two other notoriously unaffordable places.

So far, Skyroom is a small player in a big and complex market, but Kay’s hope is that it is making ‘small interventions with outsider impact’. Its model places key workers quite literally at the top, so, ‘if we can succeed in providing good quality scalable homes, that can cascade down to society,’ he says. •

The tree house of your dreams.

Working with wood can bring a wonderful natural texture to your whole home. And with Maxlight glazing you’ll enjoy big beams of beautiful natural light too. Leaving you to sit back and enjoy the view.

Craning in the homes will take mere weeks. It’s vital the key worker housing be well received.
Conversations about Climate Change – the virtual exhibition

The Timber Trade Federation (TTF) presents the winners of its design competition in a virtual exhibition and event series. Created in tropical hardwoods from countries embarking upon FLEGT licensing, the six winning ‘conversation piece’ installations each reflect on the intricate relationship we have with the natural world.

The Timber Trade Federation CEO David Hopkins said: ‘Responsibly forested timber is an essential part of the climate change solution, however, tropical forests have too often been undervalued and their role and impact misunderstood. The EU/ UK FLEGT initiative helps combat illegal logging and subsequent illegal timber trade, too often been undervalued and their role and impact misunderstood. Timber Trade Federation (TTF) presents the winners of its design competition in a virtual exhibition and event series. Created in tropical hardwoods from countries embarking upon FLEGT licensing, the six winning ‘conversation piece’ installations each reflect on the intricate relationship we have with the natural world.

Photographs: © Chris Jackson / Building Centre

WHAT IS FLEGT?
In 2003, the EU enacted the Forest Law Enforcement, Governance and Trade (FLEGT) Action Plan which is a legal framework for sustainable timber production. The aim is to reduce illegal logging and keep forests standing by creating sustainable incomes and livelihoods for local communities, thus reducing emissions and protecting biodiverse habitats.

The EU is the first country to issue FLEGT-licensed timber to the UK and EU, and others including Ghana are working to follow. So far, 15 countries have entered the formal Voluntary Partnership Agreement (VPA) process of overhauling their legal, social, and environmental infrastructure. To help ensure lasting success, this process engages with communities and civil society on the ground, with an emphasis on increasing aid, FLEGT licensed timber is safe, responsible and legal. Having previously avoided tropical timber, Wilson was impressed with what he learned about FLEGT through the competition, notably its governmental and holistic approaches to sustainability, both environmental and economic.

Above: Carbon Print by Joseph Pipal underlines the role of forested land and wood in sequestering and storing CO2 from the atmosphere. It comprises print blocks in roast, sapote and iroko, made more durable by using traditional printmaking techniques of charring. ‘I’ve been uplifted, as a maker, by the simple realisation that using sustainably sourced wood can help with the climate crisis,’ said Pipal.

The winning entries are on display at the Building Centre in London till May (temporarily closed due to lockdown restrictions) as well as online with a 360-degree tour, commentary about FLEGT and interviews with the winning designers.
Four decades of expertise. Millions of years in the making

State is old. Hundreds of millions of years old.

In those terms, we’ve only been around for the twinkle of an eye. But after 40 years, SSQ is one of the world’s leading suppliers of quality slate and architectural stone.

Backed with four decades of expertise, and unparalleled passion for the product, we’re the only company capable of bringing stunning Del Carmen® slate and Riverstone® to the market.

So if you need a beautiful, robust and reliable natural slate solution, speak to the experts on 020 8961 7725 or email info@ssq.co.uk

www.ssqgroup.com

Better designs—does it work?

Jess Hrivnak

Lent is traditionally a time for reflection and preparation, so it is fitting that the (Covid-delayed) Plan for Use Guide makes its appearance now.

The RIBA guide is the profession’s interpretation of the Soft Landings Framework produced by the Usable Buildings Trust and BSRIA. Plan for Use focuses on the actions that are needed to prepare for the end goal: namely, what needs to be planned and implemented at each of the RIBA Plan of Work 2020 stages to deliver high performing, efficient and comfortable buildings. It concentrates on learning lessons and feedback loops and has three basic components: setting realistic and measurable targets; completing Plan for Use activities; and measuring and evaluating building performance and feedback.

The document provides guidance and encouragement for architects to plan buildings that are successful in use. Plan for Use aims to inspire a more outcome-based approach to design, an approach embedded in the Plan of Work as a project strategy.

Learning from the past

The brainchild of a group of experts, led by Gary Clark and the RIBA Sustainable Futures Group, the guide was written by Mike Chater and includes documents such as the RIBA Sustainable Outcomes Guide to give architects the essential tools to meet the challenges of our times.

Notoriously bad at learning from past mistakes, the profession has not traditionally sought out, analysed or evaluated building performance shortcomings to improve successive design projects. In general, reflection and critical learning is something the construction industry as a whole shies away from, mostly for fear of reputational damage or litigation. However, if we are to tackle the climate crisis, inequalities in housing provision, fuel poverty, the accumulating waste burden on our planet and the like, it is vital that we plan for and undertake this reflective and critical learning on the efficacy, functionality and success of our buildings (our ‘products’) under the strain of occupation.

Cultural shift

With the publication of the Plan for Use Guide and the accompanying case studies, the RIBA is taking a lead on this cultural shift towards designing for measurable outcomes in favour of both people and planet.

The goal of the tool is to strengthen the learning within the profession and reinforce the architect’s role in raising awareness of building performance in use. Overtime, the RIBA expects attitudes towards Plan for Use within the profession to become second nature, and that this way of thinking will become embedded in everyday practice across all projects at every stage and every scale.

For architects, it is intended to also assist clients and other building professionals. It outlines how to apply Plan for Use on different forms of contract, and also includes case study examples to illustrate the practical application in a range of projects, sectors and typologies.

We hope that together with the RIBA Plan for Work 2020 and the RIBA Sustainable Outcomes Guide, the Plan for Use can enable more practitioners to sign up and meet the ambitious targets of the RIBA 2030 Climate Challenge and deliver projects that have the wellbeing of our communities, our planet and future generations at heart.

The RIBA Plan for Use Guide is available as a free download from architecture.com

Jess Hrivnak is a sustainable development adviser, practice, at the RIBA.
Site inspections as well as meetings have gone virtual, and as we adjust to the technology’s demands, its benefits look set to continue.
**Time to decolonise**

The time for fine words on inclusion is over: a group in Bath is taking decisive action.

Malqaf: Egypt. In this traditional windcatcher, the air circulates to maintain the hush.

In this traditional windcatcher, the air circulates to maintain the hush.

In 2020, the Royal Institute of British Architects (RIBA) published *The Inclusive Review*. Six key questions were asked of the profession, aided by a key building study from around the world.

Similarly, we are working with the library to provide a wider range of sources that address architecture’s relationship with race. Such endeavours form the base of the group’s sustained vision alongside the university to achieve meaningful curriculum change.

In 2018, the group formed Decolonise Architecture, an international collective of Chinese architecture educators and alumni in Beijing. Students were incentivised to develop more inclusive environments for students of minority ethnic backgrounds and provide support for any student who may experience discrimination. Moreover, regular contact with wider university leadership is scaling up our impact to an institutional level – recent discussions with the university’s Welcoming Access and Participation team have focused on addressing the cause of lower acceptance rates of BAME students. We aim to halt the culture of students being left behind as a result of their ethnic and economic background by delivering outreach initiatives with young people from disadvantaged communities.

Decolonise Architecture believes global architecture has equal standing to commonly taught canonical examples. Exposures to the depth of international architecture can equip students and professionals alike with a wide palate of precedents. Our team regularly curates an alternative reading list and a weekly newsletter for students that focuses architecture on key building studies from around the world.

In their report, the RIBA (which produces *The Town* and *The Monthly*), aimed to highlight selected structural, environmental and design principles from various countries. These seminars serve as an introduction to the global variety of practical design solutions. As a result, designs that would normally be sidelined as ‘primitive’ are showcased for their effectiveness and ingenuity. These principles are used against the backdrop of the region to inform decisions across all continents; we would aim to not credit their contribution to our progress towards diversity.

In the words of Lloyd Wright, ‘It is well-founded and justified, but we should recognize the presence of equals from around the world. From Frances Kana’s schools in Barksa Fao to Yasmeen Lari’s affordable housing in Pakistan. These posts aim to highlight placemaking in countries that are undergoing architectural decolonisation. Architecture has never been constrained by region and neither should our education.

We should credit architects beyond the Western canon

**DO YOU KNOW EVERY STUDENT?**

Although it is an easy barometer to check if your questions are answered by students, it is the best way to go for prejudice to be talked out of the student’s way. Do ask every student to explain themselves and their origin in this kind of detail?

**IS THIS RELEVANT TO THE PROJECT?**

Do you have an unfamiliar name in OK to have conversations as general topics regarding the students, etc., but do not treat the student as a ‘black box’. Conversations on these topics aren’t discovered, but remain there in a time and a place — let the student maintain on their time to present.

**WHAT WOULD YOU TELL US TO CALL YOU?**

We are not taught how to call someone by their name, and this is the student’s decision. Do you treat the student as a ‘black box’? Are you referring to how referencing architecture abroad? Avoid derogatory comments and be aware that you do not have a student’s experience.

**AM I BEING PREJUDICIAL?**

We are not biased and are just avoiding the student’s responsibility to educate you. Your own racial identity should not be your concern, but it will not easily be undone. Do you mean to be prejudiced or to make assumptions about a student’s experiences?

**WHERE ARE YOU REALLY FROM?**

Don’t avoid conversations about people and places and accept students’ experiences and keep an open mind. Don’t assume a student has learned something in a short time. How is giving your best shot to show any student’s work and their effect made more respectful than changing the name for your own convenience?

**HOW CAN I BE ANALYTICAL?**

In the best way to check for problems, start as a 200-signatory open letter. Clearly defining the boundaries of your beliefs and what you mean to be prejudiced or make assumptions about a student’s experiences.

Time to decolonise

The Inclusive Review was the first anti-racism initiative implemented with the architecture department at the University of Bath. The review is a flagship developmental tool within architecture but can often display the significant prevailing subconscious biases.

Written by students and approved by the department, the guide contains a series of key questions (below) which can be used to check whether one’s own behaviour is biased or offensive. In a concise and user-friendly format, many of the guidelines could easily be applied to a range of situations and discussion settings. The guide is available for downloading and use and is available for personal and professional use.

We are taught to be subtle, but too often we are silent. As we build for our society, architecture continues to reflect its political context, when the need for inclusivity is clear. Our universities yearn to be beacons of holistic and inclusive education. This method cannot be easily applied to a range of situations and contexts.

In the words of Lloyd Wright, ‘It is well-founded and justified, but we should recognize the presence of equals from around the world. From Frances Kana’s schools in Barksa Fao to Yasmeen Lari’s affordable housing in Pakistan. These posts aim to highlight placemaking in countries that are undergoing architectural decolonisation.

Architecture has never been constrained by region and neither should our education. We should recognize and credit the talent of architects beyond the Western canon, who have achieved success in their own right.

Architecture is a discipline shaped by collaboration. We have the collective ability to challenge core and subtle levels of racism in the architecture profession. Decolonise Architecture aims to address imbalanced power dynamics and believes that to be silent is to be complicit. By broadening our horizons in education, we are taking the first steps towards overcoming the barriers that prevent our profession from being a level playing field. Spreading awareness will always be necessary but by presenting solutions, our field can evolve into a more equitable space for all.

The Inclusive Review

The Inclusive Review was the first anti-racism initiative implemented with the architecture department at the University of Bath. The review is a flagship developmental tool within architecture but can often display the significant prevailing subconscious biases.

Written by students and approved by the department, the guide contains a series of key questions (below) which can be used to check whether one’s own behaviour is biased or offensive. In a concise and user-friendly format, many of the guidelines could easily be applied to a range of situations and discussion settings. The guide is available for downloading and use and is available for personal and professional use.

We are taught to be subtle, but too often we are silent. As we build for our society, architecture continues to reflect its political context, when the need for inclusivity is clear. Our universities yearn to be beacons of holistic and inclusive education. This method cannot be easily applied to a range of situations and contexts.
The Rockefeller University, located in a garden-like setting on the Upper East Side of New York City, was founded in 1901. Since then the university has maintained its focus on biomedical research in chemistry, biophysics, chemical biology, structural biology, immunology, virology and microbiology, mechanisms of human diseases, genetics and genomics, neurogenetics, cancer biology, cell biology, morphogenesis and host-pathogen biology.

One metric of Rockefeller University’s success is that its scientists have been awarded 25 Nobel prizes, including five in the last 20 years in medicine and chemistry.

Rafael Viñoly’s Rockefeller University project wins the 2020 SEFA Lab of the Year

Rafael Viñoly’s award-winning David Rockefeller River Campus places roomy modern laboratories and lush public gardens over a busy highway beside New York’s East River.
the innovative product was just one part of the low-height puzzle. The next logical step was to introduce a compatible shower tray to allow for a flush transition and create level access wetrooms – which led to the creation and unveiling of Schlüter-KERDI-SHOWER-LTS, a range of shower trays made with a preformed slope. The low-height version of the shower tray has been designed specifically to work alongside Schlüter-KERDI-LINE-G3 drain in the hope of making low-height wet room installations achievable and simple. The drain stands at just 78mm in height, and the low-height shower tray works within these parameters to create a simple solution. This is possible due to the formation of the shower tray and the fall of 1 in 80 it provides. As most shower trays currently available have a fall of 1 in 50, the low-height tray from Schlüter offers a significant height reduction whilst also complying with BS EN 5385. Using a single source solution from one manufacturer is ideal for simplifying warranties and providing the reassurance that the products will function most effectively when installed together, allowing for a long-lasting bathroom. Both the Schlüter-KERDI-LINE-G3 and Schlüter-KERDI-SHOWER-LTS are welcome additions to the Schlüter-KERDI family, helping to create even more single source system solutions. To find out more about the drain and shower tray, visit: www.lowheightdrain.co.uk

Having worked alongside architects, installers, and distributors for many years, Schlüter Systems understand the challenges that come with creating low-height wet rooms. In a bid to combat this, two products have recently been added to the Schlüter-KERDI range, providing level access waterproofing solutions: Schlüter-KERDI-LINE-G3 drain and a low-height shower tray within the Schlüter-KERDI-SHOWER-LTS range. The Schlüter-KERDI-LINE-G3 is a stainless-steel drainage channel which can be fitted without the need for drilling or screwing. It complies with BS EN 1253, providing a 50mm water seal and anti-blockage based on an 8mm ball bearing test. The drain is available with central, offset, and dual outlets and is suitable for perimeter or intermediate installation. As is standard for Schlüter linear drains, it also comes with a pre-adhered collar of Schlüter-KERDI membrane to allow for reliable connection to the bonded waterproof assembly. When the Schlüter-KERDI-LINE-G3 was launched in early 2020, Schlüter knew that

When not photographing buildings, Ben Tynegate’s other job is as a wedding film-maker, creating high-definition mementos of high-end nuptials. He notes that unlike ‘staged’ photos, his films track the day; to capture landscape, spaces, sounds, unexpected or fleeting moments. Drawing on his architecture studies, his films embody a form of perfection in incidence: slo-mo confetti suspended around the happy couple, diners’ faces lit by candlelight, the wide smiles of guests picked out from an Yves Klein blue-soaked dancefloor. These too are constructions of sorts. His own photos can be rather more contingent. In his free time he’ll swap the kit for a cheap 35mm film camera; one he doesn’t mind losing or dropping. He takes a shot and then forgets about it. Weeks later he might process them at Snappy Snaps. It’s less about the result than the anticipation and letting go. This image is not a lost, loose aqua tint from the Stones of Venice but a double exposure taken from both sides of the Rialto Bridge. In its blur of the recognisable and the uncanny, a possible future is laid before us. The Grand Canal has sprung a new tributary, the city has finally sunk into the mud of the lagoon and its glorious palazzi succumbed to ruination. But as Ruskin tells us, it pulls into focus the role of imperfection – and incidence – in beauty. And in its illusory nature, it has us face the hard truth that telling time to stop is like telling love to stay. •
**THE BRIEF**

In this ideas competition, we are asking entrants to design a single-family or multi-generational family home of no more than 200m² GIA. This may be set on one or more storeys in height. Terraces or courtyards may be added to this. While the building will be made up of a palette of different sustainable materials, we would like to see Norbord SterlingOSB Zero being used as an integral part of the overall material strategy. SterlingOSB Zero used externally should be protected with a proposed cladding material and/ or insulation. Entrants should be mindful of the nature of SterlingOSB Zero and ensure proposals best utilise its material capabilities. Entrants’ designs will consider the RIBA’s 2030 Climate Challenge.

**JOINING**

Judges will look for imaginative uses of SterlingOSB Zero, as part of a proposal meeting the stipulated criteria. Proposals should consider sustainability, structural and formal aspects that will help make an environmental exemplar of the design. While other materials will be an integral part of the new proposal, the design should, in the main, employ SterlingOSB Zero. The winning proposal will be the one that, in the minds of the judges, generates a solution that is spatially powerful, visually exciting, and best embodies the aspirations of the RIBA 2030 Climate Challenge.

**DEADLINE**

16:00 UK time on Monday June 21, 2021

**ENTRY FORM**

Please email entries to ribaj.com/offgrid

**SUBMISSION**

Entries must include the following and be laid out on no more than two A3 sheets, supplied electronically as PDFs:

- An explanation of no more than 500 words, describing the material composition.
- Three or more views of the project, showing exterior views, 1 in section and 2 in elevation.
- A material board (A3) and any other images.

**NOTES**

- The judges’ decisions in final
- First prize is £2,500. Three commended prizes of £250.
- The judges’ decision is final

**ENTRY**

Entries will be judged according to the criteria stated in the Brief. The RIBA will announce the winners in Summer 2021.

**ENQUIRIES**

For more information please email ribaj.offgrid@riba.org

---

**Off Grid 2030**

If all goes to plan, we’ll be living better and more sustainably in 2030. Show us how you imagine it and win £2500, courtesy of Norbord SterlingOSB Zero.

---

Since the RIBA launched the 2030 Climate Challenge in 2019, Covid-19 and its lockdowns have forced shifts in ways of living and working – and in directions none would have imagined at the beginning of 2020. And with that enforced recalibration have come new ways of thinking, not just about our environment and the quality of our public realm, but about what cities and cities, serving new suburbs with spreading classrooms in green playing fields. Hospitals moved too, wards stacked high into the fresh air, away from their narrow, carbolic-doused corridors in the town centre. Did the workshops of main streets devalue to the spacious floors and soulless shrubs of light industrial estates at the same time?

The hollowing out of our town centres predate the retail exodus. Once we blamed out of town superstores, then online shopping. Now it’s the coronavirus lockdowns. But the regular flow of activity necessary for the web of community life – and footfall for shops – was lost to a myriad of well-meaning decisions. High streets have been left primarily to leisure activities, to the pleasure of browsing, coffee, mooshing and people watching – or perhaps tourism, as defined by doing all these same things away from your own home town.

It is recognised now that it is not enough to rely on retail. We have seen some brave architectural schemes from architects that bring a dense mix of different uses to towns and their high streets. There is a slow of grants aimed at adapting these centres and ensuring towns keep up with change: Historic England has put money into heritage high streets; 72 of them shared an £80 million government pot announced in December; and most recently there was the controversial £3.5bn of Towns Fund allocations.

One of the towns that has done well from this is Swindon in Wiltshire. It won £25 million for a bus boulevard in the town centre – where even before the pandemic nearly a quarter of the shops were lying empty. To top that, it got almost as much again from the Towns Fund. This is big money for modest sized places. A Swindon councillor celebrated, saying: ‘A crane is already on the Swindon skyline’. The Towns Fund puts ‘place’ at the top of the list of investment – for its role in changing perceptions – and urges winning councils to bring forward land for development. Across the country in Bolton, Maidenhead, Stoke-on-Trent, and many other towns, architects are now uncovering the next steps to bring compleatly new back to towns and high streets with everything from urban rail interventions and food vans to refurbished town halls, renewed leisure centres and the possibilities of vacant plots.

It is not hard to speculate on the political motives behind this current Conservative focus on investing in towns (particularly certain towns), rather than cities, and the distribution of ring-fenced money to local authorities who may have desperate need for money in other areas of spending, such as social care. But it is a useful corrective to the way we have long used cities as a catch all title for the urban condition. ‘Towns fill the way people think and talk about place and identity. Could this be the moment for reimagining their civic infrastructure?’ If architects can help seed town high streets with activities that make them central to people’s lives again we will all be richer for it. © matrixfeministdesign.co.uk
Pay less to print more with HP’s new DesignJet Print At Your Service plan

HP’s new subscription model makes print a quick, easy and hassle-free service for architecture professionals

Over recent years, industries across the globe have begun to adopt subscription business models. Netflix subscriptions have replaced DVD purchases, Spotify and similar music streaming services have rendered CD purchases all but redundant, and for many of us our mobile phones are now on a monthly contract with comprehensive service packages that even offer future hardware upgrades as a built-in option.

Now, thanks to innovative thinking from HP, UK customers can access new HP DesignJet large format plotters on a subscription-based, fixed price, full service offer. HP’s new DesignJet Print At Your Service plan has been designed to enable small and medium sized companies – including the architecture, engineering and construction sectors – to use HP’s DesignJet technology in an affordable and cost-effective way.

The service runs as a contracting plan, with customers paying a low fixed cost for a month to access not only HP’s market leading DesignJet print technology, but also a host of other benefits. Monthly plans start from as little as £34.99, with no upfront hardware cost.

The monthly payment covers the cost of the machine, as well as maintenance, printheads and ink cartridges, offering the ultimate convenience.

One customer that has already taken advantage of the plan is Daniel Powell Studio. They were looking into buying a replacement large format printer and were told about the plan by the team at Plot-IT, part of the Stanford Marsh Group.

Company director Daniel Powell explains: ‘We were asked if we would be interested in joining the Print At Your Service pilot scheme. It looked great value without upfront costs so we went ahead. ’

‘The plan is working really well for us and we cannot fault it. The HP ink always arrives in plenty of time and the scheme delivers a cost-effective printing service, without the upkeep and maintenance costs.’
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Eye Line 2021: call for entries

Don't waste your lockdown fantasies and imaginings: enter our drawing competition and join an illustrious canon of previous winners

Eye Line 2021, a mid-year, international, free-to-enter competition that brilliantly communicates architecture, in any medium or combination of media. And this year we are looking for work that communicates the agit-prop of resistance to the sense of atomisation that we have all experienced over the last year.

We are looking for images of all kinds, from hand-drawn concept sketches to technically proficient and layered renders. For us, ‘drawing’ includes drawing and rendering skills, is now open to technically proficient and layered renders. For us, ‘drawing’ includes drawing and rendering skills, is now open to technically proficient and layered renders. For us, ‘drawing’ includes drawing and rendering skills, is now open and dedicated to the exploration of ideas and experiences.
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The look and touch of stone
Lightweight mouldings – delivered in 4 weeks
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‘Spaces gain expression from the lived experience of occupants’

Put a camera in your pencil case

Cinematography would be as useful a skill for architects as drawing, says Tszwai So

My earliest recollection of experiencing architecture without knowing it was from a film. I watched as a teenager called Chungking Express, the seminal work by celebrated filmmaker Wong Kar-Wai. Set in Hong Kong, it concerns two unrelated love stories told in a fragmented and disjointed style, favouring the details of everyday lives over a conventionally structured narrative. In Chungking Express I saw the normal life taking place in the exuberant built environment peculiar to Hong Kong: the cramped convenience store, compact domestic spaces, the filthy interiors of the infamous Chungking mansion. The film showed the spaces in which most locals grew up, but which we often took for granted. Wong’s early works are inseparable from Christopher Doyle’s cinematography. Doyle used a hand-held camera to shoot many of the scenes, while borrowing the in situ neon and fluorescent lights to create the dreamy mood at night. The film was not about love, it was about the loneliness we all experienced living in cities. It was a cinematic experience of everyday life, and the banal building elements pertaining to it such as the windows and the doors were romantised through Doyle’s lens.

Back then I was simply enchanted by the cinematography and thought little of it, but years later I discovered Gaston Bachelard’s book, The Poetics of Space, in which he re-examines basic architectural components like the attic, cellar and staircase, focusing not on their purposes but on lived experience in those spaces. I realised that Bachelard was narrating the kind of architecture lived experience in those spaces. I realised that Bachelard was narrating the kind of architecture

architectural critic Herbert Wright once argued: ‘After all, they create the set for the drama that’s our day to day lives.’ Wright’s words remind me of Doyle’s pictures in Chungking Express.

Some see film as an unexpected form of post occupancy study: ‘Film constitutes an accidental archive that makes visible how we live, love, work and sleep in buildings,’ said François Penz, professor of architecture at Cambridge who has forensically studied hundreds of moving pictures. Penz’s research has also highlighted a tendency to ignore lived experience in mainstream architecture.

In late 2019 as a novice in film making, I was invited to make a sketch set in Hong Kong, in collaboration with Chinachem Group, to represent the city at the now postponed Venice Biennale. The project took the film crew to where my journey began, Wong Kar-Wai’s Hong Kong – a city that, architecturally speaking, with all its flaws, is nothing short of magnificent. The film is entitled E-motion-Al City, and part of it is about a two-year-old flâneuse and her as a grown up finding the topography of her birthplace, Tszuen Wan, with her feet. Film making and architecture do share a high degree of commonality in their creative and production processes, as both involve storytelling, meticulous planning and an eye for detail. In Chungking Express I saw in Wong’s film, and spaces could only be given the most meaningful and candid expressions not by the will of the architect, but the lived experience of successive occupants.

Film has become increasingly popular as a medium to communicate ideas in architecture schools in recent years, favoured by many tech-savvy students of Generation Z. ‘All architects and urban planners should be trained in cinematography,’

Tszwai So is a founding director of Spheron Architects.
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In this annual special section, we celebrate five firms from across the UK, all within the first few years of practice. Look out for them as they switch scales and sectors, and shift up a gear – with interesting projects, stories and tips gained and learned along the way. And for some, a lot of drawing.
Projects and principles
As its workload recovers from lockdowns, nimtim continues to put community involvement, remuneration and diversity high on its busy agenda.

Words: Eleanor Young  Portrait: Agnese Sanvito

‘We are working at 150%,’ says Nimi Attanayake. ‘It has been an incredible year for us.’ She and husband Tim O’Callaghan have been nimtim since 2013. Their diet has been eye-catching, inventive, and often colourful, back extensions and homes from their base in East Dulwich, south east London. Their foundation of private homes, many of which have been published across the world, turned in 2020 into something more tangible in the city they grew up in. This included a mixed use feasibility study in south London, and Croydon’s Brick by Brick competition for Housing for a Better World, which linked them to a network of supportive practices in the same position and led to invitations for Attanayake to join review panels and competition selectors. It is obvious gifted and successful – are in high demand those who are women or from a minority – and are increasingly asked to do it. In the search for diversity and gender is harder, but Attanayake finds she is a spokesperson and representative on ethnicity principles – including its lack of diversity. Of the problems of the profession down to the poor remuneration – including its lack of diversity. Speaking out about anything isn’t easy. Being a spokesperson and representative on ethnicity and gender is harder, but Attanayake finds she is increasingly asked to do it. In the search for diversity those who are women or from a minority – and are obviously gifted and successful – are in high demand from event organisers, universities, the media, design review panels and competition selectors. It is both a blessing and a curse, especially if you fit into two of those categories like Attanayake who has Sri Lankan heritage. But she takes it with good grace.

It raises nimtim’s profile, and she says being a mixed practice definitely contributed to the upturn in 2020. And nimtim is playing its part in helping address diversity, including working with the Stephen Lawrence Trust to mentor a student, work with the Architecture Foundation’s Young Trustees and giving lectures and joining panels for various universities.

Nimtim’s shift in gear is inevitably quite slow. Its seven projects on site are all domestic. In the last seven years these have grown incrementally from neighbours and family friends turned clients with small budgets to those with more money and ambitions attracted by their reputation. That was one step up. But can the skills of such projects be applied to others involving whole communities? Perhaps it can via the briefing game nimtim has developed and plays with clients: family members put down counters for different activities showing where they do them now and where they’d like to (along the way making counters for extra activities as needed, like kids playing drums or sword fighting). ‘You get more from this than with straight questions; the counters prompt a conversation,’ explains Attanayake. In lockdown this has moved online to Miro. For the Becontree project nimtim is imagining hyper-local consultations of such conversations, with a tea urn alongside. ‘It is possible to have genuine co-creation on big projects,’ says O’Callaghan.

She and husband O’Callaghan have been nimtim since 2013. Their diet has been eye-catching, inventive, and often colourful, back extensions and homes from their base in East Dulwich, south east London. Their foundation of private homes, many of which have been published across the world, in housing and mixed use schemes. O’Callaghan did more writing. More importantly they were thinking about their values and future. ‘We wanted to talk about bigger ideas and to start projecting our ambitions,’ says Tim. ‘It was a chance to really focus on our approach and values... Listening to every voice and turning that into a unique response.’

You can get a direct insight into those values by reading his piece on the practice website about Grenfell. It details publicly not only why nimtim will not specify Kingspan or Celotex products but also, in a nuanced way, the potential for architects to become the ethical and moral guardians of a project: creating safe and sustainable places. It is a bold statement of purpose.

Nimtim’s shift in gear is inevitable – but it’s harder. Still, it is possible to have genuine co-creation on big projects,” says O’Callaghan.
As project sizes grow and with a practice of eight, Attanayake and O’Callaghan have had to step back from design, with some reluctance for Attanayake – she loved being close to clients and choosing materials and fittings. During lockdown the pair were also juggling schooling and care of their five year old adopted daughter; each took 50% furlough. The freedom they sought of being able to control their own time in their own practice is less obvious as work has increased but it is nothing like some firms. ‘I worked at OMA,’ says O’Callaghan. ‘So I know what long hours look like. And they’re not efficient.’ So they operate with some capacity for competitions and bids – enough to give a fighting chance for the next big project, ‘I don’t know if we will ever be a big practice,’ says O’Callaghan. ‘But we would like to be part of something larger,’ completes Attanayake.

‘Especially now local authorities are involved,’ This method is in its competition bid for a masterplan on London’s Old Kent Road. Working with Stitch and Jas Bhalla, also on the team was a local young peoples’ group and a community group – who played a part in the submission. ‘You have to go in with an open mind, to show you are listening,’ says O’Callaghan.

Playfulness and something rather serious come together in nimtim – it’s tempting to suggest one is Attanayake, the other is O’Callaghan. Particularly given their colour coding of themselves, with Attanayake in black and white patterns and O’Callaghan in block colour, or even better, colours. But never mind what comes from who, this duality seems to run through many of their projects – raising questions and answering them in fresh ways. Take their Generation Game house which had to work for both teenagers and an ageing grandparent. Research for this led to bigger ideas on housing generations together and the need for both intimacy and separation, and nimtim developed this in conversations with locals at for its work on Croydon’s Housing for a Better World competition.
Taking a radical sidestep

Freehaus’ Jonathan Hagos and Tom Bell decided to broaden their work beyond the food and drink sector just at the right time.
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‘I’m glad we did a business plan,’ explains Tom Bell. ‘If we hadn’t planned every step of the way, we would be in a very different position now.’ He is referring to the Covid crisis and the dire effect it could have had on his practice, Freehaus Design, which until recently relied heavily on commissions from the food and beverage sector.

Bell and co-director Jonathan Hagos set up the practice in 2012 and, during its first five-year plan, clients included Benugo, Square Pie, Bocca di Lupo and Yotam Ottolenghi. They were good clients, as were the fees but, explains Hagos, ‘at a certain point we became cognisant that our exposure to more orthodox architectural stuff was missing – for example, most obviously, building foundations.’

‘Food and beverage needed to be a stepping stone,’ adds Bell. So at this five-year point the directors decided to make a curvaceous hire by recruiting Ana Beatriz Fernandes, a graphic and digital designer with AECOM, to refine how the studio presented outwardly and refocus towards other types of work. The directors also decided to become more specialised – Bell became a certified Passivhaus designer and Hagos an RIBA conservation registrant. Fernandes added wayfinding and placemaking to the toolkit to provide a one-stop shop for clients.

Today, the main projects on Freehaus’ books are for the food and beverage sector, including Studio Cullinan and Buck Architects. While at Consarc, the two formed many of the values Freehaus is founded on, working on projects such as the Icon Innovation Centre in Daventry and Oriental Club extension in central London.

They left Consarc at the same time – Bell effectively starting Freehaus in his spare room before getting in touch with Hagos, who was working as a production designer with his new wife Nina Gerada on a feature film concerning migration from north Africa across the Mediterranean (he has also dabbled in making TV commercials). Bell and Hagos spent the first eight months plotting and discussing how to shape the practice.

‘As we knew we wouldn’t be able to draw big salaries at the beginning, the emphasis was on what Freehaus could offer us,’ says Hagos. ‘Tom had got married a few years earlier, I was about to. We knew we wanted to have families and we were conscious of creating a practice that didn’t take over our lives. We wanted a team that would have positive experiences and be in a very different position now.’

They left Consarc at the same time – Bell effectively starting Freehaus in his spare room before getting in touch with Hagos, who was working as a production designer with his new wife Nina Gerada on a feature film concerning migration from north Africa across the Mediterranean (he has also dabbled in making TV commercials). Bell and Hagos spent the first eight months plotting and discussing how to shape the practice.

‘As we knew we wouldn’t be able to draw big salaries at the beginning, the emphasis was on what Freehaus could offer us,’ says Hagos. ‘Tom had got married a few years earlier, I was about to. We knew we wanted to have families and we were conscious of creating a practice that didn’t take over our lives. We wanted a team that would have positive experiences in architecture and the workplace – no one stuck in a very different position now.’

Beatriz helped with logos, tone of voice, the website and how to weave food and beverage into a wider narrative,’ explains Bell. She encouraged the practice to spring clean, relinquish some ambitions and promote others, enabling them to draw out the ingredients of its existing work that could demonstrate broader experience and competencies to clients – social and co-working spaces, cafés and listed buildings, working with multiple stakeholders and multi-headed clients and dealing with rapid turnarounds.

Hagos and Bell met in 2009 when Bell was working at Consarc. While at Consarc and interviewed Hagos, successfully, for a job there. Their paths had crossed before then, but they’d never been introduced. Bell did his Part 2 at the Bartlett while Hagos was there doing his Part 1. Hagos was scouted from the end of year show to work at Squire & Partners, returned to the Bartlett for his Part 2 and then worked for several small firms including Studio Cullinan and Buck Architects.

Bell, on the other hand, spent six years at Wilkinson Eyre working on Magma, Building Schools for the Future and a stint in Hong Kong where he grew up, before joining Consarc. He was keen to see variety in practice, not just big projects, and to be closer to the client and also work on a civic scale.

While at Consarc, the two formed many of the values Freehaus is founded on, working on projects such as the Icon Innovation Centre in Daventry and Oriental Club extension in central London. They left Consarc at the same time – Bell effectively starting Freehaus in his spare room before getting in touch with Hagos, who was working as a production designer with his new wife Nina Gerada on a feature film concerning migration from north Africa across the Mediterranean (he has also dabbled in making TV commercials). Bell and Hagos spent the first eight months plotting and discussing how to shape the practice.

‘As we knew we wouldn’t be able to draw big salaries at the beginning, the emphasis was on what Freehaus could offer us,’ says Hagos. ‘Tom had got married a few years earlier, I was about to. We knew we wanted to have families and we were conscious of creating a practice that didn’t take over our lives. We wanted a team that would have positive experiences in architecture and the workplace – no one stuck in a very different position now.’

We’re speaking via Teams – Bell in the Cotswolds, where he lives, and Hagos in London.
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What’s particularly noticeable about the three-way conversation is the relationship between the directors. It’s not that practice directors are usually fast and loose with each other, but here the dynamic is extraordinarily cordial, respectful and civilised. There isn’t any interjecting, no talking over each other – it’s about waiting one’s turn to speak, checking the other is finished. Perhaps it shows a thoughtfulness to PR that has been fine tuned over a year of remote working. More likely it seems to signal the circumstances of how they were brought together from an ultra-professional angle and how they have conducted themselves ever since through appreciating their mutual understandings of the subject matter and values, with differences potentially pushed more to the side.

You might expect this backdrop of propriety to lead to work that is lacking in flavour but, strangely, it doesn’t – and we wouldn’t be featuring Freehaus as a Future Winner if it did. Rather, the food and beverage projects forced the practice to engage with graphics, texture, colour, branding and not be afraid of interiors that are particularly resonant with trends in architecture now. It put Freehaus at the forefront of other business’ profit and loss, embedding the idea of socio-economic sustainability. It was also an arena to play out the directors’ founding ideals of collaboration, co-design and collegiate practice. The practice started up with a few projects in hand, including the Clement James Centre, which is in the shadow of Grenfell Tower. The practice’s small amount of selected residential work (like Wilton Way in Hackney) has also remained busy. It could be just luck, but step inside a conversation between Hagos and Bell for a few hours and it surely doesn’t look like it.

You might expect this backdrop of propriety to lead to work that is lacking in flavour but, strangely, it doesn’t – and we wouldn’t be featuring Freehaus as a Future Winner if it did. Rather, the food and beverage projects forced the practice to engage with graphics, texture, colour, branding and not be afraid of interiors that are particularly resonant with trends in architecture now. It put Freehaus at the forefront of other business’ profit and loss, embedding the idea of socio-economic sustainability. It was also an arena to play out the directors’ founding ideals of collaboration, co-design and collegiate practice. The practice started up with a few projects in hand, including the Clement James Centre, which is in the shadow of Grenfell Tower. The practice’s small amount of selected residential work (like Wilton Way in Hackney) has also remained busy. It could be just luck, but step inside a conversation between Hagos and Bell for a few hours and it surely doesn’t look like it.
A couple of years after Jessam Al-Jawad and Dean Pike established their studio, its live projects included a boutique on Rome’s Via del Corso and a social housing scheme on a disused garage site in Hackney. ’We always wanted a diversity of work that allows us to grow as an office and as individuals,’ says Al-Jawad. ’We want every project to be different from any we’ve done before’. Now six years old and seven-strong, east London-based Al-Jawad Pike has a portfolio that is notable for its range, with quantities of both retail and residential work, but unified by a few common threads. Among them are a taste for weighty, tactile materials and an enjoyment of construction: ’How you put things together in a way that is joyful to experience,’ says Al-Jawad.

These shared interests were present from the pair’s first meeting as diploma students in a Bartlett unit taught by Níall McLaughlin and Yeoryia Manolopoulou, recalls Pike. He was already working at David Chipperfield Architects, and introduced Al-Jawad to the practice. Both went on to spend 10 years there, and its influence is present in the practice’s ’attitude of reductiveness and intention to keep it simple’, says Al-Jawad. Long association has clearly led to a close understanding between the partners, who habitually describe their interests and opinions in the plural – ’we like’, ’we want’, ’we think’ – and having made a point, smoothly hand over to the other for elaboration.

Departing to set up their own practice wasn’t a grand plan. ’It happened quite casually,’ says Pike. ’We were doing competitions together and waiting to see what materialised.’ Opportunity knocked with RIBA’s 2014 Regent Street Shop Windows Project, which paired the architects with perfumier Penhaligon’s to develop a temporary installation. They subsequently pitched Penhaligon’s with a concept store design and secured a few months’ steady income to develop the work. ’It was now or never,’ says Al-Jawad. In their early 30s, they were ’old enough to have delivered a lot of work at Chipperfield’s, but still young enough to be able to work a bit harder and not be too scared that things might not work out’.

That confidence paid off, and the concept store proposal became 10 Penhaligon’s shops in Europe, the US and Asia. More work in the luxury retail sector followed. Four Italian outlets for leather goods maker Celine are lined in grey concrete and nougat-like terrazzo, and feature onyx display cases and resin shelving. In Manchester, a flagship store for fashion brand Allsaints employs a tougher palette of concrete and textured render with galvanised steel ceilings and shelving units. Outside the conventional store environment, the practice has designed a pop-up structure for Chloé in Beijing, and elaborate settings for Burberry runway shows at London Fashion Week.

The latest addition to the practice’s retail portfolio is a concession for skin-care brand Aesop within the London department store Westfield. Wrapped in a wavy wall of straight and curved terracotta-coloured concrete blocks, it demonstrates the architects’ interest in creating strong architectural character through the imaginative organisation of inexpensive materials.

’Working in retail is good for a young office because you get to build quickly,’ says Pike. ’The turnaround for a project is maybe six months and then you’ve got something to show.’ Store design also offers considerable scope to experiment, adds Al-Jawad. ’We see retail projects as essays in what might later become a larger piece of work - an opportunity to try things out at a smaller scale where we have quite a lot of creative freedom.’
From the outset the practice focussed on developing parallel strands of residential work. ‘Rite of passage’ back extensions led to commissions for new private houses. At the same time, it was looking to break into social housing. Success in a 2016 competition led to an 11-home development of townhouses and mews homes for Hackney Council, which is approaching completion. Another scheme for the same client is on site.

This work is usefully complementary to the retail projects – slow-cooked, and with the constraints of site, programme and tight budgets that provide ‘different design opportunities and more challenges’, says Al-Jawad. The same sensibility is brought to both fields. In a two-storey house extension on King’s Grove, Peckham, blockwork is used to create architectural character in a way that prefigures the Aesop store. Budget is also an important influence on the studio’s design approach, says Pike. ‘Often there isn’t money for fine finishes; not overloading projects with too many materials is a way of keeping them economical.’

At King’s Grove glazing bars are hidden behind slender beams, and oak joinery meets blockwork in crisp, undisguised junctions – details that give the impression of simplicity but are hard to achieve. ‘We didn’t work with top-end builders,’ says Al-Jawad. ‘There’s always a struggle in the execution. It takes hard graft, persuasion and resolve.’ That can mean doing more work than the fee can reasonably sustain. ‘Sometimes you’re prepared to do that for your portfolio, but it doesn’t really work for bigger housing projects when you’ve got salaries to pay.’

There, says Pike, the architect’s inclination to focus on a project’s essential character is advantageous: ‘It’s about not over-complicating the design, and maximising the potential in certain areas – maybe a really nice brick, high ceilings or big windows – that you can protect through the procurement process.’

In its current housing projects the practice has been employed to oversee construction, but that may not be the case in the larger-scale work it is pursuing. ‘There’s a high probability that an architect’s details will be corrupted in the execution,’ says Al-Jawad, ‘so we’re thinking now about how to manage that.’

As well as bigger housing projects, the practice’s long-term aims include being in contention for the sort of large international cultural projects that seemed more common before the financial crisis, should those opportunities come again. In the meantime, says Pike, ‘we are into building and learning through that process. We’d like to continue to grow in size insofar as that allows us to build more, and to try new things. Our ambition is just to continue to produce and realise strong ideas for projects.’ Work to-date – pragmatic and refined, varied but consistent – has laid solid foundations on which to build.

Above The Mandeville Street social housing scheme, under construction in east London, comprises townhouses and mews, unified by two-toned brickwork and gabled roofs.

Below Blockwork walls tinted with red sandstone and honey-coloured resin sinks lend warmth to Aesop’s Westfield store.

Below right The Celine outlet in Rome’s La Rinascente department store features terrazzo finishes and resin statues.

Above right The Mandeville social housing scheme, under construction in east London, comprises townhouses and mews, unified by two-toned brickwork and gabled roofs.
Tenacity and realism have paved the steady path for MMAS founders
Garret McMahon and Fergal Murray in Northern Ireland

The Celtic Tiger only lasted so long. By 2012, the 2008 financial crisis had bitten in both Northern Ireland and south of the border. McMahon and Murray had to leave Ciarán Mackel and ended up working together from an attic, starting at the bottom with small residential clients because public procurement processes wouldn’t take into account previous experience gained elsewhere – a chicken-and-egg conundrum.

‘Post Good Friday there was a lot of tourism-focused investment while other things were overlooked,’ says Murray. ‘Recently there’s been a realisation that there needs to be urban regeneration in those neighbourhoods.’

‘Our approach all along,’ adds McMahon, ‘has been forceful in identifying blighted sites then doing pro bono work to get involved and make contacts, sourcing leads, pushing ideas towards councillors to prise the door open. But it is a difficult place to

‘Of course, the Celtic Tiger only lasted so long.’

Tenacity and realism have paved the way for MMAS founders Garret McMahon and Fergal Murray in Northern Ireland

Words: Isabelle Priest  Portrait: Aidan Monaghan

The Celtic Tiger
took root in the wake of the Good Friday Agreement in Northern Ireland in the early 2000s. McMahon had just done Part II, Murray had finished Part I. There was a lot of positivity playing out after the 1998 Good Friday Agreement in Northern Ireland. młody on the interior of the M1 motorway in the west of the city is about to finish on site, and a sprawling country house made of clustered components, clinging to the edge of the fields in Dungannon, will complete in a few months’ time. They say that slightly too many projects on paper haven’t materialised – perhaps these hang more heavily in their minds than they need to. We were already interested and impressed before. Though as with other articles, it is a shame we can’t now meet in person.

So we are stuck on Teams. We ground ourselves in London, McMahon and Murray are in their studio in an enormous converted former woollen mill where there are usually around 50 individual businesses.

The bulbs carefully planted by Garret McMahon and Fergal Murray are starting to bud at MMAS in Belfast. RIBAJ first talked to them about doing this profile in early 2019. The duo set the practice up in 2013 but it has taken six or seven years to get financial stability. Only now are they getting the type of work they wanted and are happy with to speak in depth about it. A charming and clever community farm on the edge of the fields in Dungannon, will complete in a few months’ time. They say that slightly too many projects on paper haven’t materialised – perhaps these hang more heavily in their minds than they need to. We were already interested and impressed before. Though as with other articles, it is a shame we can’t now meet in person.

So we are stuck on Teams. We ground ourselves in London, McMahon and Murray are in their studio in an enormous converted former woollen mill where there are usually around 50 individual businesses.
AIDAN MONAGHAN (2)
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‘Architects can be over optimistic about curing social division,’ explains Murray. ‘Urban problems are common to UK and Irish cities but they are heightened in Belfast. There’s a lot of broken streetscapes… Initially we were frustrated because as architects you want to build but we have realised the role is softer than that. It is about resetting the perception of young and old people – who live, for example, around a wall [built along sectarian boundaries] – and what they want for it. It’s about leading conversations about changing that wall or potentially taking it down.’

But the process for instigating change in these areas is complicated – in the first place even in identifying who owns a wall or interface. And ballooning tourism over the past 20 years has given the walls value. Resistance to change can be strong – even children not around during the Troubles start with a defensive mindset. However, growing work in regenerating the city comes full circle for MMAS which can draw on its early community work experience of very fixed budgets. The pair are inspired by David Leech’s work ennobling buildings by assembling standardised elements. MMAS is now on an approved list to develop feasibility studies for Development Trusts NI, which helps groups acquire public land to pass onto organisations like social enterprises that can make good use of it. It recently made a proposal to reclaim a leftover plot of a 1980s housing estate that people had been using to do ‘doughnut’ in cars. The practice wants to make it into a community garden with a protective pergola as a front entrance to the estate. The steel and timber frame is rudimentary but the excitement will be in the detailing.

All the while the domestic work has been ticking over and during the past year schemes that had been on hold since, say, 2017 have returned. Briefs are integrating more home workspaces and the work tends to be rural as McMahon and Murray have always kept a foot back home. But the commissions tend to have very lean budgets as end values rarely warrant a higher-end approach. A scheme extending a Victorian terrace in Belfast called Glandore Drive completed four houses for an unbelievable £280,000, including roof terraces and enhanced bay windows that captured a porch-like space over the front door. ‘No two projects are the same,’ says Murray. ‘We’re always trying to do more with each item’ – a sills is a seat in a house, a clustered house re-establishes a typically Irish vernacular and landscape, a park is a tool to promote social cohesion. There’s also a former workhouse in Clogher that will accommodate a playgroup, Sure Start and Early Years Centre that is sensitive to its austere history but turns the site round to redefine its future. As spring gets under way, MMAS’s approach is blossoming.'
Made in Glasgow

McGinlay Bell’s directors grew up, trained and now practise locally, including a formative eight-year spell working for NORD

Words: Jan-Carlos Kucharek  Portrait: Keith Hunter

Young Glasgow practice McGinlay Bell is living proof of the benefits of staying close to home. Its directors, Brian McGinlay and Mark Bell, hail from Glasgow and Kilmarnock, were made in Glasgow and, for the most part, their frames of reference proudly revolve around this city. Speaking on video call, they initially come across as an odd couple. McGinlay, slickly coiffed in a crisp deep navy shirt buttoned to the collar, seems the model of the driven, aspiring designer; whereas the more grizzled Bell, shy at first and wearing a blue flannel shirt and beanie, appears more like a Firth fisherman. After a while the shirt’s conceit of a Vivienne Westwood logo will be revealed; and as for the reticence, like the eponymous lozenge, it’s not long before he warms up too.

Setting up on their own in 2016, the two might have carved a niche for themselves in local domestic extensions and one-off houses, but the sense is that they have their eyes on bigger prizes – an ambition thwarted over the pandemic year though they both retain a Celtic optimism in adversity. The practice has just completed their latest home, Bearsden House, on Glasgow’s northern fringes, a sizeable and stealthy, has just completed their latest home, Bearsden House, on Glasgow’s northern fringes, a sizeable and stealthy, bears some of the benefits of staying close to home. Its directors, having been part of the core team at Robin Lee and Alan Pert’s NORD Architects. The two first met in high school, McGinlay joining just prior to Bell, that proved formative for them both. The eight years they spent there saw them involved with some of its key schemes, including the 2010 Shingle House in Dungeness for Living Architecture, for which Bell was project architect. NORD’s skill with materials feeds into McGinlay Bell’s own work. ‘The domestic stuff lets you test out the brick, bronze or walnut detail but it’s in the commercial realm where these play out,’ says Bell. ‘At RMJM I was thrown in at the deep end and got the confidence to work on £50 million jobs with 15 builders on site shouting at me; so I was never intimidated by the thresholds and openings. It is the kind of project that characterises the firm’s output.

‘Filtering the home through the landscape’
McGinlay Bell’s Bearsden House

where they were both exposed to the experimental teachings of Jonathan Charley, Per Kartvedt and head of cultural studies, David Reat. ‘They were driven by social, political and environmental issues of architecture and encouraged us to be thinkers, to question, to be optimists!’ says McGinlay. The more they subsequently made into commercial practice might seem strange – McGinlay to JM Architects and Bell to RMJM’s Glasgow office working under Paul Staitian – but it allowed them to cut their teeth at a larger scale and in office management. ‘It taught us about how firms actually run,’ recalls Bell. ‘At RMJM I was thrown in at the deep end and got the confidence to work on £50 million jobs with 15 builders on site shouting at me; so I was never intimidated by the thresholds and openings. It is the kind of project that characterises the firm’s output.’

Bearsden House on Glasgow’s north-west edge displays the simple material palette that characterises the firm’s output.

Bearsden House

Left The practice’s 101 Vincent St project hopes to address recent changes in the way we work.

Right Bearsden House on Glasgow’s north-west edge displays the simple material palette that characterises the firm’s output.

McGinlay Bell’s directors grew up, trained and now practise locally, including a formative eight-year spell working for NORD
that, McGinlay hopes, will finally get them noticed for public housing, though Bell caveats this with a refusal to work for the ‘punitive low fees most of these offer: ‘We’re a small firm; we simply can’t afford to do that.’

As it stands, ongoing relationships with former firms and the wider consultant team has kept them in the commercial work they’re craving. After being shelved for a year, two commercial projects in Glasgow city centre are coming back to life and, post-pandemic, look like they’ll be developing into something more interesting, thinks McGinlay. What was a standard office refurb at 101 Vincent Street now has the potential to address ‘the changing nature of office space – how you move away from raised floors and suspended ceilings and talk instead about domestication and control of your own space’.

For their first foray into masterplanning, they are developing a scheme in Dundee for publishing giant DC Thomson. McGinlay says they have to get their ‘head around how to reinvigorate a whole area of the city centre by bringing the client’s disused 20,000m² of office space – how you move away from raised floors and suspended ceilings and talk instead about domestication and control of your own space’.

Its office blocks punctuated with public courtyards are seen as a model for the practice’s Dundee proposal for offices and leisure spaces – ‘active public spaces that permeate through the private blocks’. The proposal brings together corporate office space with small business incubation and a ‘makers creation campus’ with Dundee University. This isn’t just about urban planning, it’s a broader imagining of what uses might be possible. ‘We’re helping the client to build a vision of what the programme might be,’ says McGinlay.

With projects looking like they will pick up, the firm has just moved into new offices in anticipation. ‘It’s the critical dialogue that’s missing and we’re itching to get back to that play-off from one another to critical dialogue that’s missing and we’re itching to get back to that play-off from one another to continue work in my studies and sometimes it can get very overwhelming. I decided to apply for support because I felt that I would have more security and the possibility of dropping a few hours work to focus on my university work. I truly appreciate the strong solidarity between architects and I will be happy to help others in the future as I have been helped.

Part 2 Student at Northumbria University

Part 1 Student at Coventry University

The RIBA Student Support Fund provides grants to Part 1 and 2 architecture students who are in real need of financial support.

Sadly, the Covid pandemic has led to record numbers of students applying. RIBA wants to assist as many as possible but we depend on donations to make these grants possible. Now, more than ever, we need your support to help break barriers and make architecture accessible to all.

Please help support students in need and make a donation today at architecture.com/donate

Contact development@riba.org

The Royal Institute of British Architects is a registered charity (No. 210566)
Time to reflect

Unleash your imagination, pent-up by lockdown, in an undisturbed week in London’s highest hotel

With better times on the horizon, Shangri-La Hotel, At The Shard, London, is offering the opportunity for ‘Time to Reflect’ to escape from the daily home/office or work structures that might confine you and to experience anew from a new, outsize and liberating perspective.

Six RIBA registered members will get the chance to spend a week in one of the hotel’s 202 rooms, located from level 36–52 at Pritzker Prize winner Renzo Piano’s dramatic 310m high tower; which, since completing in 2012, has become an unmistakable addition to the capital’s skyline. The opportunity can be taken up at an agreed time over the year from September 2021 to 2022. It’s an exclusive stay in this iconic design, including £100 a day to spend at your leisure at the hotel’s restaurants and bars (SONG, TING and Bar 51), you just need to tell us what you plan to do with your time there.

A mid-career UK-based architect is looking to elevate yourself! • Reflect on your career development and inspire others. • Return with a fresh perspective and ideas to take home. • The hotel is offering week-long stays, with a £100/day budget per person for food and drink within the hotel’s bars and restaurants. • The hotel will provide the opportunity for you to take stock of your real life down there in the rarified air up here.

You may wish to continue your everyday work practice while there, using the hotel’s lobby for design meetings or to win over clients or a drink at one of the restaurants. Or you might want to spend the week away from your usual commitments to start your personal research project after an invigorating morning swim in Western Europe’s highest hotel pool. Or, like Bill Murray’s Rob Harris in ‘Lost in Translation’, you might just self reflect, in excitement or ennui, on a drive around London’s historic streets. The choice, and time, is yours to do what you will with.

All we ask is that you leave a trace that you were there, which the hotel will display to inspire self-reflection in other guests. It could be a sketch of some local landmark; a crisp detail in London Bridge station that caught your eye, or an expansive perspective of the city as seen from your room. It could be the archetypal esquire on a napkin you did for your client – as Piano did the famous glass Shard above; or in a diary of your stay.

A RIBA JOURNAL ‘TIME TO REFLECT’ COMPETITION
The competition is run by RIBA Journal in conjunction with Shangri-La Hotel, At The Shard, London

FORMAT
Competition entries will be submitted as a maximum 500-word proposal asking what you plan to do with your week at the Shangri-La Hotel, At The Shard, London. It will be assessed anonymously. Judges will be looking for proposals that ignite their curiosity, are aspirational and far-reaching, wildly indulgent or boldly prosaic. For or serious, we want to know the experience of being in The Shard can feed into your thinking or practice.

Six winners will be selected for six–one-week R&B residencies at the Shangri-La London Hotel, At The Shard, London, with a £750 bug per day for fun within the hotel’s bars and restaurants. Winners’ partners will have the option to stay as guests at the hotel for two nights. Winners’ partners will be invited to stay at the hotel’s 202 rooms, located from level 36–52 at Pritzker Prize winner Renzo Piano’s dramatic 310m high tower; which, since completing in 2012, has become an unmistakable addition to the capital’s skyline. The opportunity can be taken up at an agreed time over the year from September 2021 to 2022. It’s an exclusive stay in this iconic design, including £100 a day to spend at your leisure at the hotel’s restaurants and bars (SONG, TING and Bar 51), you just need to tell us what you plan to do with your time there.

JUDGES
Ben Cumpsty, professor of history and theory of architecture and director of Bath Spa University; and Lewis McMillan, founding partner, William Matthews Architects

ENTRY HERE
• log in, then ‘Time to reflect’ editor

DEADLINE
14.00 Wednesday 17 May 2021
Full terms and conditions on Online entry page

A renewed social contract with the world

The RIBA’s education initiatives can help raise global professional competence, says Alan Jones

The technological acceleration of the pandemic has made our world smaller and more connected. Online platforms have become the accepted way to meet. Engagement has soared, with online audiences larger, more diverse and with a greater equity of voice. There is still a time-zone segregation in our ‘live’ world, as well as more local, and personal matters causing disinhibition. The post-Brexit temporary breakdown in supply lines to Northern Ireland comes to mind.

Zooming back out, everywhere there is a social contract between each profession and the society it serves, and it is the same for architects. Across countries and continents, climate change, public wellbeing and environmental equality are the common issues that must be tackled to create a better physical world. Our way forward is to demonstrate how architects’ ethics, values and ability to self-police align to and address these obstacles.

The RIBA has already started on this road and I believe it can help the world by helping architects. Our 2020 education and CPD framework ‘The Way Ahead’ is the first strategy to acknowledge the membership body for architects that recognises the unique identities and interconnectedness of architectural academia and professional practice. The four RIBA knowledge schedules for the proposed mandatory competencies and the CPD core curriculum together define a post-registration curriculum for acquiring and enhancing an architect’s authentic core skills and reflect the common issues that concern emerging graduates and practitioners to deliver and to address current ‘traditional’ business models. The schedules will also help develop teaching and learning of all those involved in Part 1, 2, 3 and 2 with practice and regulatory expectations.

The RIBA’s CPD recording platform launched in late 2019, together with the early 2020 Professional Experience Development Record (PEDR), are a positive enhancement to career definition and progression, and support the RIBA’s ambitions in respect of specialist accreditation.

The new online RIBA Academy, launched in 2020, already has over 500 hours of uploaded material. It has the potential to offer short courses, content specifically aimed at providing learners at all career stages, a forum for debate and a clearing house for global discussion and debate about architecture. The new 2021 validation procedures are a blueprint for the 110 RIBA validated architecture schools as well as those seeking validation. The themes and values for architectural education newly emphasise skills for zero carbon design, respect for the environment and emphasis on pedagogy, specification and design for user health and safety, ethical practice and behaviours, supporting social justice for all the communities that architects serve, and understanding how researchdropdown underscores an accountable built environment.

The longstanding ‘earn and learn’ RIBA Studio has enhanced its value as a highly credible online vehicle for the cost-effective delivery of RIBA qualifications. Connecting with international partners is an obvious progression. Partnering across all countries would broaden access to this socially inclusive alternative to university-based learning. A recent Nigerian Institute of Architects event highlighted how such a partnership could align its local graduates with the expectations of the UK profession and its regulator.

On the international stage, these initiatives will create confidence, showing how the global competence of the profession can be systematically raised throughout the world. Having equivalence and recognised standards of competence is essential to achieve architects’ mobility, responsibility and value. Locally and globally, a renewed reconfigured social contract with the world has to be our new world. — @AlanJonesFRIBA
Influential teacher, writer and practitioner inspired by Scandinavian architecture, artist and the modernist debate, one of the team that designed the Royal Festival Hall

Trevor Dannatt 1920–2021

Trevor Dannatt, who has died aged 101, was a Royal Academician, teacher and prolific writer, and a major figure in the generation of celebrated architects who qualified soon after World War Two. He was closely involved in debate about the language of modernism and ‘humanist’ architecture, which informed his many thoughtful and sensitive buildings.

Dannatt grew up in Blackheath, south London, and attended Colfe’s school where his art teacher, Alfred Hallet, introduced him to the work of Le Corbusier. He studied at the Regent Street Polytechnic from 1938. ‘Within a few weeks I realised what I wanted to do,’ he later wrote. ‘I was “summoned by buildings”.’ In 1943 he joined Maxwell Fry and Jane Drew, moving on in 1948 to his former tutor Peter Moro, who was associate architect with Sir Leslie Martin at the London County Council Architects’ Department, in charge of developing the Royal Festival Hall. In 1952, a year after its completion, Dannatt left the LCC and set up in private practice. He worked informally ‘in association with’ Martin and Colin St John Wilson, and in 1970 formed Trevor Dannatt and Partners. In 1994, his former student David Johnson became a partner and the firm was renamed Dannatt Johnson.

Scandinavian architecture was a pervasive influence – particularly following visits to Sweden and Denmark in the 1940s and to Finland in 1956. Dannatt’s accounts of that trip were published in Architectural Design and the Architects’ Year Book, which he edited from 1948 to 1962. ‘All embodying thought, care for the human dimension, creativity and plastic imagination, always well put together with colour and tactile sensibility,’ he later wrote.

Like many contemporaries he benefited from the expansion of the welfare state, designing educational buildings such as a hall of residence at the University of Leicester (1960) and the assembly hall at Bootham School in York (1966). Private homes included the now-listed Laslett House of 1958. In 1967, he won a competition to design a conference centre and hotel in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia, and in the 1980s received a commission for the British Embassy there. His practice oversaw the transformation of the Royal Naval College Buildings at Greenwich into university accommodation, and was appointed consultant architect to the Royal Botanic Gardens at Kew.

Involvement and collaboration with artists, including his long-time friend Patrick Heron, also deeply influenced Dannatt’s architecture and saw him accumulate a substantial collection of British and European paintings and works on paper, the major part of which was bequeathed to the Whitworth Art Gallery at the University of Manchester. I was a student at the University of Manchester when Dannatt was visiting professor. It was a transitional time for the school, and at the start of my architectural education in 1975, the outgoing head had not been replaced, leaving a void. His appointment brought much-needed architectural leadership. He spoke of our ‘inner landscape’ of forms, patterns, ideas and experiences, not just of architecture but of all forms of art. This, together with his experience and profile, re-established the reputation of the school and formed a base for its future development. An elegant, lean figure around the studio, his quiet, thoughtful and erudite criticism instilled a confidence, particularly in this former student, and left memories that are still cherished.

In 1953 Dannatt married artist Joan Powell Davies and had two children, Claire and Adrian. The marriage was dissolved in 1991, and three years later he married cancer specialist Ann Crawford who survives him, along with his son and daughter. • Steaphael Hoodless is chairman of Hoodless & Partners.
Looking for a new challenge? RIBA Jobs has an unrivalled selection of the best architecture, design and construction jobs.

Search for a new role today
#RIBAJobs
Architecture.com/RIBAJobs

RIBA CORE CPD PROGRAMME 2021

- The 2021 CPD Programme provides you with all your core requirement needs in one place
- Choose from two new exciting strands – Live webinars or on-demand
- Purchase a Core CPD Club Ticket and access 20+ hours of RIBA Core Curriculum training in one place, as well as saving up to £170 compared to pay-as-you-go events

Book your CPD now at architecture.com/riba-academy

Unsustainable attitudes

I lived for 19 years in London before moving back to Australia where I now practice in central Victoria – in a tiny remote village. In the 1990s, I studied architecture at the AA in London for five years, worked at Allies and Morrison for nine years and loved being a part of the great metropolis. At that time, for me, London was the centre of the world. I, like many architects and non-architects in Australia, watched and enjoyed the recently aired Grand Designs House of the Year 2019. Is this an ancient memory in the UK? I loved the winning project, House Lessans, and was very happy that it won the final award. But while I loved seeing many of the very beautiful projects, I was left extremely disappointed that the RIBA relegated THE issue of our time – sustainability – to a side issue, in deference to the purity of design excellence. Surely, surely, by now, we are waking up? OK, this was House of the Year 2019; Perhaps the latest houses (which we have not yet seen over here) are changing their attitude?

I will never, sadly, be as talented as the great Peter Zumthor. But really, rammed concrete? We can all agree that it looked beautiful. What kind of a message does that send to the world of designers? Business as usual, striving to make a beautiful objects, no matter what the cost to the planet. Of course, in an ideal world, the best projects would be both the most sustainable and the most beautifully designed. And if they are not, then it is up to the Institute to throw down the gauntlet to the architectural community and demand that they are. I look forward to seeing an RIBA judge who understands what a Swedish teenager understood back in 2018.

Helena Harry, architect, Maldon, Victoria, Australia

Editor’s note: The RIBA Awards has been pushing sustainability up the judges’ criteria since the last awards round in 2020 – in line with its championing of change through the RIBA 2030 Challenge.
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‘The Inkwell’ railway head office
Utrecht, 1921

During his frequent travels in Europe, Frank Yerbury, pioneering photographer of modernism and Architectural Association school administrator, photographed the railway head office in Utrecht shortly after its completion in 1921, exactly 100 years ago. This relatively little-known building had been designed by railway engineer George van Heukelom, who was influenced by the ideas of the prominent Dutch architect Hendrik Petrus Berlage and the Amsterdam School, as well as German brick expressionism. The striking structure, which still has many elements of its original interior, is the largest brick building in The Netherlands: more than 22 million bricks went into its construction, which also required large quantities of oak; to this purpose the state-owned Dutch railway company acquired three ships, a timber company and a forest. In addition, due to the scarcity of building materials after World War One, 21km of old rails were used for the building’s foundations. The building’s water tower contributes to its peculiar overall shape, which explains the nickname The Inkwell, by which the head office is commonly known.

Valeria Carullo

architectural acoustic finishes

Crossover, Birmingham (formerly Civic House).

SonaSpray fc applied to the ceiling throughout the impressive foyer area of Crossover, Birmingham. Chosen for its attractive, lightly textured & seamless finish, SonaSpray fc achieves superb acoustic without design compromise.

Credit to Associated Architects.
Sun on your face, a breeze in your hair and sand on your feet.*

*beach not included.

Architecturally beautiful rooflights, designed to maximise the amount of sunlight and air flowing into any property.